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A Comparative Stu^ of the Breeding Biology of Hanroid's (Ernpidonax 
hattinondii) and Dusky (Ertpidonax oberholseri) Flycatchers (201 pp.)
Director; Philip L. Wriest f  . L  o j
The Hanmond's Æàpidcaïax haimondii) and Dusky (Ertpidonax cberhol- 
seri) Flycatchers are perhaps more similar in gross physical eppear- 
ance than any other two tyrarmid species. In western Montana, the 
habitats of these two species regularly interdigitate and hartinondii 
and oberholseri cone into contact in numerous montane areas. This stuc%r presents data on the natural history of these two species em­
phasizing the ways in which they differ. Vocalizations were re­
corded and analyzed and descriptions of previously undescribed calls 
are included, ihe breeding biology was examined in terms of beha­
vioral observations and quantitative data on such factors as feed­
ing rates, fecal sac production, and nesting success.
Both species have three-syllable songs which differ in terms of 
loudness, the variety of ways in vhioh the syllables may be com­
bined, and syllable differences as determined by frequency and 
length. Each species also has a number of different, characteris­
tic calls.
All nests of oberholseri were placed in crotches of small shrubs. 
All hammondii nests were saddled on linbs of mature conifers. Nest­
ing materials of both species were similar, however nest sh^pe 
differed considerably.Incubation was performed by the female alone and attentiveness av­
eraged over 80% in both species. Incubation lasted for a period of 
about 15 d^s in oberholseri. Incubation feeding was observed in 
oberholseri but not in hammondii.
The male and female of both species fed the young. Ihe feeding 
rate for hammondii was 2.77 feedings/hour/young and for oberholseri 
was 2.06. Feeding rates started lew, increased to a hiÿi when the 
nestlings were 5-8 days old and then leveled off.Adults of both species ate or carried off the fecal sacs of the 
nestlings until shortly before fledging. Dusky young expelled fe­
cal sacs after 24.9% of the feedings while Hartmond's young expelled 
them cifter 31.4% of the feedings.Nesting success in oberholseri was about 40.0%. Of 95 eggs laid, 
38 hatched and fledged. Of 24 nests, 10 fledged no young and 14 
fledged at least one young. Where both oberholseri and the Brown­
headed Cotmbird occurred, one of nine Dusky nests was parasitized.The preferred habitat of oberholseri in western Montana is brushy, 
logged-over slopes vhile harnnondii prefers a variety of coniferous 
habitats. Areas of open, brushy coniferous forest were occupied by 
both species.
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION
The striking similarity between several species of the 
tyrannid genus Ernpidonax has long made their identification 
in the field difficult. Flycatchers occurring in the West, 
including the Gray Flycatcher (E. wrightii). Willow Flycatcher 
(E. traillii), Western Flycatcher (E. difficilis) and Least 
Flycatcher (E. minimus) all show basic similarities and often 
prove difficult to identify. However, no two tyrannid species 
are more similar in gross physical appearance than the Dusky 
(E. oberholseri) and Hammond*s (E. hammondii) Flycatchers.
In western Montana, the habitats of these two species regularly 
interdigitate and hammondii and oberholseri come into contact 
in numerous montane areas. In addition, the songs of these 
species are confusingly similar, and are heard for only a few 
weeks in early summer. As a result, the amateur ornithologist 
is presented with an identification problem he routinely 
solves by identifying the bird in question as "an Ernpidonax".
In spite of the "Empidonax problem" there have been only a 
few published studies on oberholseri and hammondii. Infor­
mation presented by Davis (1954) on hammondii and Johnson 
(1965) on both hammondii and oberholseri comprise the bulk
2
of the data on these two species with only limited infor­
mation presented by Bent (1942), Grinnell et al# (1930), 
and Manuwal (1968). No published study deals extensively 
with the natural history of hammondii and oberholseri#
This paper presents information on the comparative breeding 
biology of these two species, emphasizing the ways in which 
they differ. Special attention is given to vocalizations 
of each species including a description of heretofore 
undescribed calls# In addition, the interested reader 
may more easily distinguish these species in the field from 
study of these findings#
Chapter II
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Field work began in early May 1974 and continued until 
mid-August. Additional field work concerning habitat analy­
sis was carried out in October. I spent over 550 hours ob­
serving oberholseri and hammondii and more than 100 hours 
doing work on habitat distribution and analysis.
Study Areas
I selected four study areas using the following cri- 
ieria: (1) each area supported a high density of one species
or the other: (2) each area contained or bordered a habitat 
type that could support the "other” species: (3) the four 
areas provided a cross-section of habitat types. The four 
areas (Fig. 1) are all located in Missoula County, Montana 
and designated as follows: (1) Pattee Canyon Study Area (PC), 
6 miles southeast of Missoula, Montana and i mile south on 
Larch Road; (2) Rattlesnake Study Area (R), 4 miles north of 
Missoula and J mile west of the Rattlesnake River; (3) Har­
per *s Bridge Study Area (HB), 15 miles northwest of Missoula 
and 1 mile northwest of Harper's Bridge and; (4) Miller Creek 
Study Area (MC), 12 miles south—southeast of Missoula. The
ig. 1 . I'ap of Hissoula, Montana and vicinity showing 
the location of the four study areas. PC = 
Pattee Canyon Study Area, MC = Miller Creek 
Study Area, HB = Harper’s Bridge Study Area, 
M = Rattlesnake Study Area.
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elevation of all study areas is between 3,500 and 4,200 feet.
iTests
Twenty-four nests of oberholseri and eight of 
hammondii were located. Disparity in number of nests found 
reflects the difficulty encountered in locating nests of 
hammondii. not time spent searching for nests of either 
species nor relative abundance of the two species. I 
tried to find 20—50 nests of each species for a more balanced 
comparison of nesting biology, however eight nests of 
hammondii proved adequate for such aspects of breeding 
biology as attentiveness and feeding. Observation of these 
activities was time consuming and permitted close observation 
of only a few nests of each species.
hests were designated by study area, species and 
number (e.g. PC04 refers to nest 4 of oberholseri in the 
Pattee Canyon Study Area, nest RH8 refers to nest 8 of 
hammondii in the Rattlesnake Study Area). Renests were 
designated by the same area, species and number as the 
original nest with the addition of an "a” to indicate 
renesting (e.g. HB04a is the renest of HB04)• Twelve 
nests of oberholseri and 1 of hammondii were found in the 
Pattee Canyon Study Area (Pig. 2), 9 of oberholseri were 
found in the Harper’s Bridge Study Area (Pig. 3), 4 of 
oberholseri. were found in the Hiller Creek Study Area 
(Pig. 4) and 8 of hammondii were found in the Rattlesnake
2. ila.p of the Pattee Canyon Study Area. Twelve 
nest sites of oberholseri are designated by 
trianyles and one nest site of haniinondii is 
desiynated b;'' a square. Stippliny represents 
brushy, open coniferous forest and clear areas 
represent lorded over habitat.
#<- 600 yds -C>,
a 4
7
ir. ! ap of t.fe Harper's Brid.p*e Study Area. Niue nest
sites of oHerliolseri are designated ty triangles. 
Stipplin": represents brusny, open coniferous forest 
and clear areas desi";nate semi-logged habitat v/ith 
scattered l)oun'las fir and ponderosa pine.
w
V
8
4. 'ap of i ''.e filer (Jreelr Sturh" Area, Four nest sites 
of oler'-’olseri are designated by trian^’les, Stipplii 
reoresents areas of coniferous forest. Clear areas 
desiy'iate nr̂ iŝ pv, open l.abitat. v/itb western larch, 
Dounlas fir and ponderosa pine scattered through it.
I l
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Study Area (Fig. 5).
Song Recording
Tape recordings of vocalizations were obtained chiefly 
in May and June. A Uher Report—L recorder and a standard 
globe microphone were used for song recording. Sonagrams 
were made on a Kay Electric Company Sonagraph using the 
wide band-pass setting.
Observations
Standard 7x binoculars were used for general field 
observations of flycatcher activities including foraging, 
pair formation and activities of fledglings. A 2Ox tele­
scope with tripod — usually set up within 50 feet of the 
nest — was used to observe female incubation and brooding 
behavior, incubation feeding, and feeding of the young.
Habitat
Six Dusky and three Hammond's nesting habitats were 
analyzed by the quadrat method. Each nest was designated 
as the center of a 17 meter circle. Three 2x2 meter squares 
were marked off on each of eight imaginary lines radiating 
from the nest in the directions north, south, east, west, 
northwest, southwest, northeast and southeast. Thus, 24 
2x2 meter squares (96m ) were used for analysis of each 
nesting habitat. The centers of the squares were situated
10
T'i"', '.ap of the Rattlesnake Study Area. Seven nest sites
of Iianno'nili are desiynated by squares. the entire 
area is opo’T, brushless, Douylas fir - ponderosa 
pine fores" . Larne, sunny open areas e.re scattered
throunhou t tlie b.ab i t a .
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6, 11 and 16 meters from the nest on each radius (Fig. 6). 
Vegetation was separated into height and type categories 
(e.g. Table 38). Vegetation less than 50 cm in height 
was not included in the analysis and trees over 350 cm 
were classified according to dbh. The estimated per 
cent ground cover of plant species in the 24 2x2 meter 
squares was included in each nesting habitat analysis.
Climate
Weather data were obtained from the National Weather 
Service Office, Johnson Bell Field, Missoula County,
Montana.
Terminology
The older literature referred to the Dusky Flycatcher 
as Wright's Flycatcher, Empidonax wrighti and to the Gray 
Flycatcher as Gray Flycatcher, Empidonax griseus. These 
names were used in the 4th edition of the A.G.U. Checklist 
(1931). The 5th edition of the A.O.U. Checklist (1957) 
changed the names to Dusky Flycatcher, Empidonax oberholseri 
and Gray Flycatcher, Empidonax wrightii. the names used in 
this paper. References to literature using the older 
terminology include a clarification.
Scope of the Study
This study emphasized the breeding cycle from nest
12
I’i^. Dis tribut Ion of ?A 2x2 m quadrats for analysis
of ne21i'1 r- habitats.
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building through fledging. Information on territory 
establishment and pair formation is scanty in this paper 
but is given extensive coverage by Johnson (1963). 
Vocalizations of both species are given special attention 
and a brief discussion of habitat preferences is also 
presented.
Since the Hammond’s Flycatcher often nests at great 
heights and carries on a good deal of its activity there, it 
was more difficult to study than the Dusky Flycatcher. 
Information on such aspects of its breeding biology as nest­
ing success, incubation period and hatching proved difficult 
to obtain. As a result, certain aspects of the breeding 
biology of the Hammond’s Flycatcher have received little 
or no treatment in this study.
Chapter III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Voice
Both species of flycatchers have an advertising song 
and several different calls• Unless otherwise indicated, 
all descriptions refer to vocalizations of males only# 
Comparisons between vocalizations of the two species are 
made insofar as possible. In addition to being described 
in this section, vocalizations are also briefly considered 
in other sections, with respect to the frequency with which 
they are given during the various phases of the breeding 
cycle (Tables 3-6).
Song. The male advertising song of both oberholseri 
and hammondii consists of three different syllable types 
(Nigs. 7 and 8). Nor oberholseri. these types may be 
described as follows: 0—1, which may be written as
"prllit" or "per—lit", a two-part syllable of intermediate 
pitch; 0—2, written as "prrddrt", the lowest in pitch 
with a definite burry quality; and 0-3, written as "pseet", 
this syllable highest in pitch of the three song syllables. 
Others have interpreted the three song syllables of 
oberholseri as "see-pit", "swer", "psee" (Sumner and Dixon,
14
15
ij. 7* "I'racin-- oj.' a of the three sonr* syllables
of oberholseri.
8-
6”
«AN»V 4-
2-
p r l l i t prrddrt pseet
7T
TIME IN SECONDS
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o . Trac in p' of a Sonâ r̂ara of the three song syllables 
o f hamm o nd11.
V ui (A\V %
chu-luptsorrtse-put
1.51.00.5
TIME IN SECONDS
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1953:123) and ”psit", "hreek", "pseet” (Hoffman, cited by 
Bent 1942:239) both of which seem accurate enough as long 
as it is kept in mind that the 2nd syllable is lowest in 
pitch of the three and has a burry quality. For Hammond's, 
the three syllable types are: H—1, which may be rendered 
phoenetically as "seput", a two-part syllable delivered 
very briskly; H-2, written as "tsurrt" or "tsurrp", with 
a very low burry quality; and H-3, written as "chu-lup", 
also with a definite two-part sound. Johnson (1973:162) 
described the three hammondii syllables as a "snappy 
*whee-sick’", a "rough, burred *bzeep*" and a "rough, 
burred *bzrrp*". Peterson described the Hammond's song 
as "selip", "twur", "treeip" which seems accurate and 
Grinnell et al. (1930:274) described it as "*seput*
(uttered rapidly), ’tsur-r-rp’ (roughly burred), *tseep* 
(rising inflection)".
Davis (1954) described the song of hammondii of 
Montana as a one syllable "che—bee". Johnson (1963:165) 
speculated that perhaps Davis was hearing only syllable 
H-1 . However, this seems unlikely as I never heard males 
of hammondii singing H-1 syllables exclusively. I believe 
that Davis was hearing only syllable H—3 from "*chu-lup’ 
only" birds. Exclusive singing of H—3 syllables was 
common in males of hammondii from late June onward, when 
Davis first began observations of hammondii. This coin­
cides with the beginning of incubation in Hammond’s.
18
Thus, the *'che—heccing” Davis took to he the Hammond's 
song, was given no douht by ***chu—lup* only" males with 
incubating females.
Upon closer analysis, although both Hammond's and 
Dusky have three song syllables, they differ considerably 
from one another. The 1st syllables - "prllit" in 
oberholseri and "seput" in hammondii — are both two-part 
syllables but the "seput" of hammondii is sharper and 
quicker than the "prllit" of oberholseri. which has a more 
musical quality. The 2nd syllables of these species are 
probably more similar than the others in that both are 
low and burry, but the "tsurrt" of hammondii is obviously 
the burrier of the two. The 3rd syllables of these species 
are quite dissimilar. The Dusky "pseet" is of considerably 
higher pitch than the two-part Hammond’s "chu-lup" which 
sounds like a slow version of the "seput".
Further differences between the songs of the two 
flycatchers were also noted. The song of oberholseri 
carries much farther than that of hammondii. While Dusky 
song syllables are easily heard from 200 yards or more, it 
is often necessary to be within 200 feet to hear a Hammond’s 
song. Similarly, Hoffman (cited by Johnson 1963:162) noted 
that Hammond’s syllables "...are emphatic, but not carrying 
at all far..." Davis (1939:378) states that the song of 
hammondii is "...usually simpler and weaker in delivery 
than that of the Wright" (= oberholseri of present paper).
19
In addition, differences in variation within the songs of 
the two species exist. Grinnell et al. (1930:273) observed 
that the song of hanunondii was "...less varied and of decidedly 
less volume..." while Sumner and Dixon (1953:123) noted that 
the Dusky song: was "...louder, more varied and divided into 
two forms: (a) 4 or more notes 'see—pit*, * se—wer *, * see-
pit*, *psee * ; (b) 3 notes as in Hammond * s * see-pit*, * se—
wer*, *psee*." This difference in variation may be illus­
trated by presenting short examples of each species * song.
In both cases, 1 represents syllable H-1 or 0—1, 2 repre­
sents syllable H-2 or 0-2 and 3 represents syllable H-3 or 
0-3* Both transcriptions were made in late May. A Hammond * s 
7 minute sequence is presented first followed by a 10 minute 
Dusky sequence:
Hammond * s:
12 1 12 1 1 32 112 11 1 12 12
212 112 12 1 12 32 12 1 12 32
12 12 321 12 12 3 12 12 12 12
1 1 32 12 12 12 1 12 13 12 12
3 1 12 1 12 12 32 12 12 32 1
12 2
Dusky:
123 13 1 1312 131 12 13 1 12 131
123 13 13 12 1 13 12 1 1 12 13
13 1 12 131 1312 13 13 1213 13 
131213 13121 131 123 1312 13
The Dusky sequence is made up of several song forms which 
consist of 4,5 and 6 syllables while the Hammond * s sequence
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consists mainly of 1 and 2 syllable song forms. In fact, of 
551 Dusky songs transcribed, 53 (9#6%) were made up of 4 or 
more (up to 11) syllables while for hammondii only 5 of 662 
songs were made up of 4 or more syllables (Table 1). Three- 
syllable song forms were also much more common in oberholseri 
than in hammondii. One hundred and nine of 551 song forms 
( 19.8 6̂) were of three syllables in oberholseri while only 
44 of 662 (6.9/0 Hammond's song forms were of three syllables. 
The 1-2—5 "typical*' song form ( "prllit", "prrddrt", "pseet" 
or "seput", "tsurrp", "chu-lup’*) was not very common for 
either species — occurring only 15.1/j of the time in oberhol— 
seri and 2.6̂ o of the time in hammondii. The most common song 
forms for the Dusky Flycatcher were 1 (22.5%), 12 (27.1%) and 
13 (20.1%) and for the Hammond * s 1 (23.6%), 12 (27.9%) and 
3 (27.2%). Considering all of the transcribed syllables of 
each of the two species we see that both use syllable 1 
most frequently — 407 of 970 Hammond * s syllables (42.0%) 
were "seputs" and 634 of 1,234 Dusky syllables (51.4%) were 
"prints" (Table 2).
Spectrographically, song syllable 0-1 of oberholseri 
lasts .10 to .12 seconds and consists of three or more notes. 
Syllable 0-2 is a series of notes oscillating rapidly in 
frequency and lasting more than 0.3 seconds and syllable
0-3 consists of three distinct notes, the 1st rising, the 
2nd falling, and the last rising again in pitch; the whole 
syllable lasts about 0.20 seconds (Pig. 7). Obviously,
Table 1
Son^ Forms of oberholseri and hammondii
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Sonp Form
1123\ 
1215\ 
1251 \ 1512 \b 1321 
1331 
3212 
5 or 
more /
syll J
Total
Dusky Hammond•s
Number of total %  of total
-  19.8
3\ 0.56 \ 1 .110 \ 1 .812 >53 2.2
4 / 0.7
1/f 0.2
17/ 3.1,
9.6
0.5
6.9
o . A  - )0.6 
0.2
0.2/
Number
1 124 22.5 25.6 1562 — — 1 .4 93 2 0.4 27.2 18012 149 27.1 27.9 18513 111 20.1 3.2 21
31 — — 1.1 732 3 0.5 8.6 57
551 1 0 0 .0 100.5 662
a: three syllables
b: four or more syllables
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Table 2
Frequency of Song Syllables 
of oberholseri and hammondii
oberholseri hammondii
Song
Syllable Number % of Total Number % of Total
1 634 31 ,4 407 42.0
2 299 24.2 291 30.0
3 301 24.4 272 28.0
Total 1234 100.0 970 100.0
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the three syllables of the Dusky song are quite different 
from one another.
The Hammond’s song syllables, on the other hand, show 
basic similarities. Type H—1 consists of three elements — 
the 1st "major" element rising and the 2nd dropping in 
frequency. Sometimes a weak 4th element is between the two 
major notes. Type H—2 consists of a series of oscillating 
notes fluctuating in frequency and an element dropping 
rapidly in frequency similar to the last "seput" element.
Type H-3 has a 1st element rising rapidly in pitch similar 
to that of the "seput" syllable, a weak 2nd element followed 
by a rapidly oscillating series of closely spaced notes 
rising in pitch. All three Hammond’s syllables last 
approximately 0.2 seconds (Dig. 8).
It is interesting that the first "major" elements of 
the "seput" (H—1) and the "chu—lup" (H—3) are very similar to 
that of the Least Flycatcher’s "che—bee" (Fig. 9) in light 
of the fact that Davis (1954:165) described the Hammond’s 
song as "che-bec". In addition, the 2nd element of the 
least’s "che-bec" is a rapidly oscillating series of notes 
as is the 2nd "chu-lup" element of hammondii. though the 
notes in the "che-bec" cover a wider range of frequencies. 
This similarity may explain Davis’ description of the 
Hammond’s song as "che-bec". However, the "che-bec" is 
usually uttered rapidly, several times in succession, is 
sharper, and doesn’t last as long as the "chu-lup" (.15
24
1-. 9- ' 'racinrs of So larraris of the ”seput” and chu—lup”
of hanmiondii and the ‘‘che—bee” of minimus*
8H
6H
<ASV 44
24
s e -p u t chebec
chu-lup
t im e  i n  seconds
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seconds vs. .20 seconds; Fig. 9). The Hammond's "chu—lup” 
is rarely, if ever, uttered several times in succession, is 
more drawn out than the "che—bee" and is not as abrupt or 
sharp.
Delivery of song in both species involves simultaneous 
head, body and tail movements. In oberholseri. with the 
utterance of syllable 0—1 the head is thrown back, the tail 
flicks upward and quickly returns to a "normal" position and 
the chest moves out somewhat. V/hen the "prrddrt" (0-2) is 
uttered, the tail vibrates or quivers up and down several times 
and the wings raise and flutter. The head and body move hardly 
at all though the head moves up and forward somewhat. On 
the "pseet" (0-3) syllable the head is again thrown back, 
though seemingly not as far as on syllable 0—1, and the tail 
is flicked up very high. In hammondii. with the utterance 
of H-1 ("seput") the head is thrown back, though not as far 
or abruptly as in oberholseri. the tail flicks upward, and 
the chest moves out. On the "tsurrt" (H-2) syllable, the 
head moves upward considerably in line with the body. Tail 
movement is minimal and occurs only as a result of body 
movement* On the "chu-lup" (H-3) syllable, the head is thrown 
back, the tail flicks up, and the breast expands as for 
syllable H-1 but to a lesser degree.
The functions of the advertising song in both the Dusky 
and Hammond’s Flycatchers are apparently pair bond reinforce­
ment and territorial defense. Both Johnson (1963) and Davis
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(1954) argue that the function is chiefly, if not only, pair 
bond reinforcement, based primarily on their observations 
that singing in both species continues long into the nesting 
phase. That is, since active territorial defense ceases in 
these species at about the time of egg laying, then singing 
beyond that period is assumed to be nonterritorial in func­
tion and indicates that all singing may be essentially non­
territorial in function, I found, however, that singing 
per se did not continue into the incubation phase in either 
species and in fact ceased some time earlier (Tables 3— 6),
For hammondii, males did utter "chu-lup" syllables and 
"g—lerr" calls (see further) during incubation while ober— 
holeri males uttered "du-hics", "prllits" and trills. If 
by song continuing into incubation Johnson means "'prllit* 
only" oberholseri and "’chu-lup* only" hammondii, then sing­
ing does indeed continue into the nesting phase. These 
syllables associated with the song during territorial 
establishment and pair formation may take on a different 
function when uttered alone and not accompanied by the other 
song syllables, however. In this context they may serve the 
function of pair bond reinforcement. Thus, when Davis (1954:
165) notes that the hammondii "che-bec" is frequently heard 
during the nesting phase and implies by this that it is a 
"position" note he may be correct. However, when the "che- 
bec" (i.e. "chu-lup") is uttered along with "seput" (H-1) 
and "tsurrp" (H-2), these notes may be territorial in function.
Table 3
Frequency of oberholseri Songs and Calls
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Sta^e of Cycle
Arrival
Territorial
Establishment
Pair Formation
Nest Building
Incubation
Nestling Stage
Fledgling Stage
Commonly
Heard
w
a,w
a,dh, t, p,w 
w,t,p,dh 
dh,t,p,w 
t,p,w 
w
Occasionally
Heard
t,dh,p,c
c,wh
a,wh
a,wh
wh
t,p,wh
Rarely
Heard
dh, wh
wh
c
c
a. c
w = "whit”
a = advertising songdh - "du—hie” 
t = trill call
p = single "prints"c = chase notes
wh = "whit—hies”
Table 4
Frequency of oberholseri Calls and Song
Stage of 
Cycle
Arrival
Territorial
Establishment
Pair
Formation
Nest
Building
Incubation
Nestling
Stage
Fledgling
Stage
"whit"
X
X
Advertising
X
X
"du-hic"
Trill Single Chase
note "whit-hie"
H H 1-4 iH 1—1 H rHcd cd cd cd cd Cdq q q q q q qo o 0 o o 0 0c •H q •H q •H q •rt q •H q •H q •Ho w o W o to o to o to o to o toB (d Q) g <d 0) Ë Cd 0} g Cd 0) (d o g Cd 0) g cd CDg o U s Ü u g o u g ü u g ü g o q g ü qO o cd o Ü cd O Ü cd o ü cd o ü 0 ü cd o ü cdÜ o ftî o o Pi Ü O Pi ü O Pi ü O Pi ü o Pi ü o Pi
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 5
Frequency of hammondii Song and Calls
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Stage of Cycle
Arrival
Territorial
Establishment
Pair Formation
Nest Building
Incubation
Nestling Stage
Fledgling Stage
Commonly
Heard
a,p
a,p
c,p
c,P,g
c,p
Occasionally
Heard
g,pw 
gfpw,t
^ » g f > P^ 
t
gf t 
c,p
Rarely
Heard
g
a,pw
pw
p = "pip"
a = advertising song 
g = "g-lerr" (or *'g—lerr—wheezee") c = "chu-lup" only 
t = trill call
pw = "pip—wheezee" (or "wheezee")
Table 6
Frequency of haimnondii Calls and Song
Stage of 
Cycle
Arrival
Territorial
Establishment
Pair
Formation
Nest Building
Incubation
Nestling
Stage
Fledgling
Stage
Advertising 
"pip" song
o
X
X
X
X
H rH
0 0
0 0O 0•H 0 •H
0 Q CO
0 Q> 0 Q)O u g Ü UÜ 0 o o 0
o Ph o o 0:
"g-lerr" 
(or "g-lerr 
-wheezee")
I—I(d Ü o•H(00 <D Ü U O Ü 0O O
X
X
X
"chu-lup" "pip-wheezee" Trill
only (or "wheezee") call
0o
X
X
H H r4
0 0 0a 0 0o o O•H 0 •H 0 •H
10 o to O (0
0 <D s 0 <D 0 0o U c Ü U 0 O U
o 0 0 Ü 0 O O 0
o Pi Ü O 1% Ü O 05
X
X
X
X
X
X
o
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Thus I attribute more of a territorial defense function to 
the advertising song of these species than do Davis and 
Johnson*
Alarm Ilotes* Both sexes of oberholseri and hammondii 
give alarm notes* The note for oberholseri may be written as 
"whit"^ that for hammondii as "pip"* The difference between 
these notes is subtle but early in the nesting season they 
may be the only vocal clues by which these species may be 
identified* The "whit" of oberholseri is sharper and more 
abrupt with a definite "wh" sound while the "pip" of hammondii 
is more drawn out, not so abrupt, and usually louder than the 
"whit"* The Hammond’s alarm note might also be rendered as 
"peep" or "pipe", being more musical than the "whit"* 
Spectrographically, the "pip" is dra^/m out over a longer 
period of time while spanning a smaller range of frequencies 
than the "whit" (Pig* 10)* The chief energy of "pip" is 
centered at about 4,000 Kc/sec while "whit’s" energy is more 
spread out* With the utterance of this note the tail is 
flicked upward once in each species*
Johnson (1963:174) also renders the Dusky alarm note as 
"whit" (or "pit") but recorded the Hammond’s alarm note as 
"bick" - a note he described as being "* * *lower in pitch, 
sharper, and coarser than the alarm notes of wrightii or 
oberholseri...". Confusing the issue, Johnson indicated 
that the alarm note of females of oberholseri is lower in 
pitch than that of males, while Davis (1954:166) states that
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T±̂ :» 10. Trac in 'S of Sonar rams of three alarm notes of
each species. ''Pips'" are hammondii alarm notes 
and '^whits" are oberholseri alarm notes.
XV*
w hitwhitw h itpippip
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the female alarm note of hammondii is slightly lower in pitch.
I did not detect any difference in the pitch of these notes 
between the sexes for either species. Furthermore, both 
Davis and Johnson describe a female location note for hammondii. 
Johnson (1963:175) describes it as a "wheep" and Davis (1954:
166) as a "tweep" which he says the female gives regularly
when away from the nest. I recorded the note given by the 
female while away from the nest as "pip", detecting no dif­
ference between it and the note uttered in other circum­
stances.
The function of these notes, then, is not clear. Just 
after arriving on the breeding grounds there is a great deal 
of "pipping" by hammondii and "whitting" by oberholseri.
During pair formation, males and females of oberholseri may 
"whit" back and forth for extended periods. In these 
circumstances, a location or position function is suggested 
for "whitting". Grinnell and Storer (1924:369) similarly 
suggest that "pips" of the male and female serve to "... 
keep track of the whereabouts of one another..." "Pipping" 
of the female Hammond’s while away from the nest also suggests 
a location function. On the other hand, the "pipping" of 
Hammond’s and the "whitting" of Dusky when scared off of the 
nest suggest an alarm function as does the "whitting" of both 
male and female Du sky s when a predator is near the nest. The 
reactions of a female of hammondii upon hearing her mate 
be^in "pipping" - becoming immediately more alert, moving
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the head about rapidly, and raising above the normal incu­
bation position and looking about — also suggest an alarm 
function*
"Du-Hic" Sequence* This sequence is given only by males 
of oberholseri * It is a combination of whistle—like notes, 
the first note descending in frequency and the second more 
abrupt - first ascending, then descending, then ascending 
again in frequency (Fig* 11). Hoffman, (cited by Bent, 
1942:259) in describing this note, writes: "The Wright
(= oberholseri) Flycatcher also utters, particularly to­
ward dusk, a quite different series of notes, 'tee', 'tee', 
'tee-hick'"* Dawson (1923:895) described the notes as 
"whew—hit" or "sue—whit"* The sequence is given beginning 
shortly after arrival on the breeding grounds and ending 
shortly before hatching (Tables 3,4). It was most commonly 
heard during pair formation in the mornings, given from 
high perches, and in the evening during incubation from 
low shrub perches* The "du—hie" bout is typically of short 
duration, unlike singing bouts, usually lasting only a 
minute or 2* A 1 minute bout is presented below with "d" 
representing "dus" and "h" representing "hies":
d d dh dh dh d h dh d dh d dh 
d dh d d d dhh dh dh d d dh 
d d d dh d
Johnson (1963:173) writes that occasionally only "dus"
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’ir* 11. Traci"'..'̂ >s ol So'ia^rains of oberholseri "du-liic*'
calls.
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are given late in the breeding season, however, I heard no 
"dus" after incubation. In fact, I heard "hies" quite 
often in the latter part of the breeding season, but never 
singly. They were most commonly used in combination with 
"whits" - that is "whit—hie" or "whit-hic-hic-hic" (Fig. 12) 
- during feeding and after fledging. They were also used 
in conjunction with chase vocalizations (see further) on 
occasion, for example, "hie—wheeo" (Fig. 13)* The function 
of the "du-hic" sequence is presumably to help maintain 
the pair bond.
"G-lerr" and "G-lerr \\Tiee—zee" Calls. Description of 
these calls could not be found in the literature and they 
are described here for the first time. These unusual calls 
are most commonly given by males of hammondii. though in a 
few instances females uttered them also. The "g—lerr" or 
"k—lear" call has a soft, whistle—like quality decreasing 
in both volume and pitch. It consists of two steep—slope 
elements rising rapidly in frequency followed by two har­
monic elements decreasing gradually in frequency and 
energy (Fig. 14)# One of the harmonic elements decreases 
from 8,000 to 4,500 Kc/sec while the other decreases 
rapidly from 6,000 to 3»500 Kc/sec and then gradually from 
3,500 to 2,000 Kc/sec. This call was given irregularly 
throughout the breeding season, however it was most often 
heard during incubation (Tables 5,6). It was given alone, 
given with "chu—lups" and "tsurrts" and given in combination
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Plr. 12. Tracin^ of a Sona^^ram of a ’'v/hit-hic’* call of 
oberholseri.
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with "pip" and "whee—zee" calls (Fig. 15)# These "whee—
zee" calls have a huzzy quality and appear to consist of 
three harmonics ranging from 3,000 to 8,500 Kc/sec, An 
example of a sequence with "g—lerr" and "whee—zee" calls 
is presented helow in a 5—minute sequence recorded on 25 
June from 2:50 to 2:55 HÏ, where "g" represents "g-lerr" 
and "w" represents "whee—zee":
g gw g g gw ,gw gw g g g g gg w gw g g g gw gw g g g gw
g ^ ^ r g g g g g g g g g g g g
g g g g w g w g g g w g v / g g  
g g g g w g g g g w g w g g g  
g g g gw g g
The function of the "g—lerr" and "whee-zee" vocalizations 
is not knov/n.
Trill Calls, These calls were given hy both oberholseri 
and hammondii and may be rendered as "d-d—d drrt", Johnson 
(1963:172) reports that both sexes of oberholseri utter 
these notes, however I never heard a positively identified 
female do so, For hammondii, I recorded both sexes occa­
sionally uttering these notes. In both species a series 
of "d*s" has a twittering sound while the "drrt" has a 
compressed, rough sound. Fig, 16 illustrates that the "drrt" 
of hammondii is similar to that of oberholseri while the 
"d-d-d*s" of haimnondii are of a higher pitch than those of 
oberholseri,
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l’or oberholseri. the "drrt” part of this vocaliztion 
may be preceded by many or as few as one "d" (Pig, 17) 
and may, in addition, be followed by several "d*s". John­
son, (1963:172-176), presumably because he heard these notes 
uttered separately so often, associated each with a differ­
ent function, referring to "d—d—d" as the "solicitation" or 
"greeting" call and "drrt" as the "rattle" call* He heard 
the "solicitation" call most often during pair formation 
and the "rattle" call during territorial intimidation or 
before a chase, as well as during pair formation. In this 
study, I recorded the "d-d-d" and "drrt" calls in a variety 
of circumstances — alone, together or in combination with 
other notes as follows: (1) "d—d—d" alone during pair
formation or around fledging time; (2) "drrt" alone during 
incubation feeding; (3) "d—d—d—drrt" together during pair 
formation and territorial establishment; (4) "d—d—d-drrt" 
together at fledging time; (5) "drrt" in combination with 
a "prllit" during incubation feeding (Pig. 18) and; (6) 
"drrt" in combination with "hies", "whits", and chase 
notes, before a chase or during territorial intimidation. 
Vfhile the "d-d-d" part of the trill was given alone on 
occasion, the "drrt" when given alone was often preceded 
by at least one "d". Therefore the "d-d-d", the "drrt" 
and the "d-d-d drrt" are all combined under the heading 
trill call. Trill calls play an important role in pair 
formation and may function in readying the female, both
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psychologically and physically, for copulation. When uttered 
at the nest, they may function as greeting notes. In other 
circumstances - when given with chase notes, "hies", "prllits" 
and "whits" — their function is not known.
Adults of hammondii gave the trill call much less 
frequently than adults of oberholseri (Tables 3—6). The 
"d—d—d" was given alone during pair formation and near 
fledging and the "d—d—d drrt" was heard occasionally 
throughout the breeding season. It was not frequently 
heard in combination with other notes (as in oberholseri) 
although one unpaired male regularly uttered "d—d—d*s" and 
"tsurrts" (2nd song syllable) together. Trill calls pre­
sumably play the same role in pair formation for hammondii 
as they do for oberholseri. Their function in other circum­
stances is not known.
Chase Notes. These notes were given only by adults of 
oberholseri. They may be rendered phoenetically as "whee— 
o" although Johnson's description (1963:176) of them as 
"wheak" also seems accurate. These notes are loud and high 
in pitch tailing off rapidly near the end of the note (Fig. 
13). They consist of several steep elements with most of 
the energy centered around 4,500 Kc/sec. They are frequently 
used in combination with "whits" and "hies" (Fig. 19) and 
occasionally with "rattles" (not illustrated). These notes 
preceed or accompany most territorial chases.
Flight Song. Both oberholseri and hammondii are said
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to have a flight song. Johnson (1963:153) heard the flight 
song of oberholseri five times in May and June of 1960, noting 
that the bird begins the behavior by circling out of and up­
ward from a treetop. Near completion of a circle the bird 
emi ts a *'whi t—whi t—whi t—whi t—whi t—wheak—wheak—wh eak—whe ak- 
bu—zeek-bu—zeek—bu—seek—stiddle—d—doo—stiddle—d—doo—stiddle— 
d—doo" as it dives vertically into the top of a tall conifer. 
Davis (1954:166) reports hearing a miscellaneous assortment 
of notes from adults of hammondii as they tumble into trees 
from a height. These notes presumably comprise the flight 
song of hammondii. In this study, I did not hear the flight 
song of either species. This is not surprising, however, 
as Empidonax flycatchers apparently give these songs only 
infrequently. For example, Weydemeyer (1973:180) says of 
the flight song of Traill’s (Willow) Flycatcher: "Only
occasionally and unpredictably do Traills’ Flycatchers on 
my ranch indulge in a special song-flight. I may watch 
birds for several seasons without observing this intern­
es ting performance, then find it given by several birds 
during a single evening."
Calls of Young Birds. The young of both the Dusky and 
Hammond’s Flycatchers give calls beginning late in nestling 
life and lasting at least until the adults stop feeding 
them. The calls of both species sound very much alike, 
having a slightly rasping quality. Their calls have a two- 
part sound and may be written as "du—wee" or "du—wek".
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Tracings ol sonagraras of several calls for both species are 
shown in Pirr. 20.
"Pwee" Calls of oberholseri Females. Females of two 
oberholseri nests (HB03 and HB04) uttered calls during the 
period they were being incubation fed by their mates. These 
calls sounded very much like the calls of young birds and 
were given shortly before and after incubation feeding.
Several of these calls, rendered as "pwee" or "du-wee”, 
are illustrated in Fig. 21 .
Territoriality
First Arrival. Dusky and Hammond’s Flycatchers were 
present on their breeding grounds in western Montana at 
least as early as 14 May. This was the first day large 
numbers of flycatchers made themselves obvious by vo­
calizations. As early as 7 May, sightings of single 
Empidonax flycatchers were made, however those birds were 
silent and furtive. Heither species presented its adver­
tising song until 1? May, both limiting vocalizations until 
that time to alarm notes and occasional "du—hies" (Dusky) 
and "g-lerrs" (Hammond’s). Cool spring weather (Appendix I), 
often overcast with intermittent snow flurries or rain no 
doubt hindered the onset of steady singing. On 16 May, large 
numbers of Empidonax flycatchers were observed along the 
Bitterroot River in an unpreferred habitat type of sparsely 
situated hawthorn bushes. On 26 May, when this area was
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20. Tracing of Soiia/̂ raras of five "du—wee" calls of the 
young of hammondii and oberholseri. Three 
Hammond’s calls are to the left and two Dusky 
calls to the right.
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Fig. 21. Tracings of Sonagrams of the "pwee” call of 
females of oberholseri.
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next visited no flycatchers were found. This suggests that 
at least as late as 16 May Dusky and/or Hammond's Flycatchers 
were still migrating through western Montana and that those 
observed along the Bitterroot River were recent arrivals 
searching for suitable breeding grounds. Whether the females 
of oberholseri and hammondii arrive at the same time in 
western Montana as the males is unknown. Johnson (1963:176) 
reports that females of oberholseri eind wrightii "... do 
not seem to arrive in numbers until at least a week after 
the males are present in full force."
Estab1ishing and Maintaining Territories. The estab­
lishment of territories in both oberholseri and hammondii 
is marked by the onset of the advertising song. Prior to 
this, males of both species may be found in the lower strata 
of vegetation, either silent or uttering alarm notes, the 
birds being considerably closer together than during any 
other part of the breeding cycle. With the onset of sing­
ing, the males of both species spend a significant portion 
of their time in the upper 2/3 of large conifers. Singing 
bouts are intermittent, often lasting 10 minutes or more 
with longer periods of resting, foraging, or territorial 
defense in between. In oberholseri. pursuit flying, physi­
cal encounters, chase notes, trills, bill snapping, alarm 
notes, tail pumping and crest-raising are all common 
during territory maintenance. On 19 May, the earliest 
date on which pursuit flights were observed in oberholseri.
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two males chased each other intermittently for more than 
30 minutes, accompanied by bill snapping, alarm notes and 
chase notes• "Hie" notes were also peculiarly interspersed 
among the others at times* The pursuing bird was usually 
less than 2 feet behind the pursued and one instance of 
contact was observed. The birds fluttered and tumbled to 
the ground, disappearing in the vegetation. Upon returning 
to their respective perches, both birds pumped their tails 
a few times and occasionally fluttered their wings, trilling 
at the same time.
Pursuit flights in hammondii were much more difficult to 
observe as they always occurred near the tops of towering 
conifers. The chases involved two or three birds and were 
often of a peculiarly slow, almost casual nature. The birds 
were usually 2 to 3 feet apart uttering alarm notes and 
"wheezees". The two bird chases no doubt involved two males 
while the three bird chases presumably consisted of a male 
and female of a territorial pair pursuing an invading male. 
King (1955:151) observed three bird chases in E. trailli 
and described the chases as a pair pursuing an invading male.
Following the pre—nesting period, many of the behaviors 
characteristic of active territorial defense diminished in 
both oberholseri and hammondii. Pursuit flying however, 
lasted far into the nesting phase and was quite common, 
especially in hammondii. Chases involving two and three 
birds at nest RH8 and PCH1 were observed regularly as late
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as 22 July, when the adults were feeding their young. The 
chases, as during territorial establishment, were accompanied 
by "wheezees" as well as trill calls. Invading males, quite 
possibly unpaired, elicited the pursuit behavior in the 
paired birds. It seems unlikely that a paired bird would 
invade another pair's territory, especially during the 
nestling period when all paired adults would be busy feeding 
their own young. Less frequently during the nestling period,
I observed two adults make contact in mid-air and then flutter 
to the ground in spirals, disappearing into the vegetation. 
Occasional two bird chases were also observed in oberholseri 
well into the breeding season during which alarm notes and 
"hie" vocalizations were uttered. These chases involving 
two birds late in the breeding season in both oberholseri 
and hammondii are probably not examples of intraspecific 
territoriality but may well be examples of intrapair 
hostility, Davis et al. (1963:342) found intrapair hostility 
to be common in the Western Flycatcher. For that species, 
they describe the behavior as varying from "...simple dis­
placement of one member of the pair by the other to violent 
attacks which ended up with both birds locked together and 
fluttering to the ground."
Interspecific territoriality. Although males of ober— 
holseri and hammondii were within hearing distance of one 
another on all four study areas, and maintained adjacent 
territories on one study area (Fig, 2), interspecific ter—
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ritoriality was not observed. Neither Johnson (1963) nor 
Manuwal (1968), who both encountered oberholseri and ham- 
raondii breeding in local sympatry, observed evidence of 
interspecific territoriality. In my study however, areas of 
local sympatry, where habitat interdigitation provided areas 
usable by both oberholseri and hammondii. did not support 
large populations of either species and as a result such 
areas were given less attention than habitat situations 
supporting a barge population of one species or the other.
In addition, the one large area of "common" habitat, where 
both species occurred in fairly large numbers, was not 
discovered until after the pre—nesting period — when 
territorial defense in both species had already diminished. 
Hence, the opportunities for observation of interspecific 
territoriality were few. Therefore, the fact that I did 
not observe interspecific territoriality is not evidence 
that it does not exist. Johnson (1963:178) found that 
locally sympatric populations of oberholseri and wrightii 
in the Sierra Nevada defend territories both intra— and 
interspecifically and he "...(assumes) the interspecific 
territorial defense of oberholseri and hammondii... from 
the interspersion of their apparently nonoverlapping 
territories." The interested reader is referred to 
Johnson's (1963) excellent discussion of interspecific 
territoriality for additional information.
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Pair Formation
Information of the pairing activities of oberholseri, 
and hammondii in particular, was extremely difficult to 
obtain. My interpretation of what I believe to be activ­
ities concerned v/ith pairiny is based on only a series of 
scattered observations in late May and early June.
On 29 i'ay, at the Rattlesnake Study Area, a pair of
Du sky Flycatchers was observed moving through the vege­
tation, the female lov/ in brush (5—10 feet) and the male 
higher at the top of the brush or in conifers (10—30 feet).
'ihe female was at first silent, while the male, seemingly 
following her, uttered trill calls and fluttered his wings
each time he landed on a new perch above the female. A
short time later the female began softly uttering a series 
of alarm notes while the male continued with trill calls 
and 1st advertising song syllables ("prllit"). Later, still 
moving from bush to bush, both the male and female uttered 
alarm calls, seeminnly antiphonally, as if to keep in con­
tact. This movement continued for over an hour with the 
male either "whitting", trilling, "prlliting" or uttering 
short "du—hie" series while the female was either "whitting" 
or silent. Similarly, on 29 May at the Miller Creek Study 
Area, a male of oberholseri was conspicuously perched at the 
top of a Douglas fir snag while the female was below in brush. 
A 1 minute sequence of their vocalizations is given below.
All "w*s" represent female "whits" and all "F*s" and "T's"
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represent male "prllits" and trills:
w w w w w w w w w w w w w
w w w w w p p w w w w p w
w w w w w T w w w w w w w
w w w w w w w w w w w w w
w
p
w w w w w w w w w p T T
The male followed the female as she moved from hush to bush, 
always staying above her and fluttering his wings each time 
he uttered the trill call. He occasionally exhibited tail 
fanning and fluffed breast feathers. Johnson (1965:152) 
also witnessed this "solicitation display" of oberholseri 
a few times noting that "...the male begins the flutter in 
flight a few feet before perching..." and that "...a rol­
ling series of solicitation notes is an integral part of 
the display."
Data on hammondii solicitation displays are even more 
limited; however, scattered observations suggest many simi­
larities with oberholseri displays. On 29 May at the 
Hiller Creek Study Area, for example, an adult of hammondii 
was perched some 20 feet up in a Douglas fir and another 
adult, presumably the male, landed on a branch some 3 feet 
above the female (?) uttering a trill call while landing 
and fluttering his wings. Both birds then flew off. On 
7 June, at the Rattlesnake Study Area, while a female was 
uttering alarm notes ("pips") in low riparian brush, a 
presumed male was perched high above in a larch uttering
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occasional 3rd syllables of the advertising song ("chu-lup")* 
And as in oberholseri« after a time they both began uttering 
alarm notes antiphonally. On one occasion the female began 
’’pipping" very rapidly and the male flew down from his perch 
and hovered over her for several seconds, uttering "chu- 
lup" syllables.
That certain aspects of pair formation in oberholseri 
and hammondii show close similarities is not surprising, 
especially the fluttering wings and/or trill calls which 
have also been observed in wrightii (Johnson 1963:152), 
minimus (MacQueen 1950:200), traillii (King 1955:150—151) 
and virescens (Simmons 1925:162).
Copulation. No observation of copulation was made in 
either oberholseri or hammondii and apparently has not been 
recorded for any other species of Empidonax with the exception 
of wrightii. Johnson (1963:202) observed it in that species 
and notes that unlike the situation in early pair formation 
when the male uttered the "solicitation" calls, in copulation 
it was the female who uttered them, while the male emitted 
"...rapid excited •wheaks*". In the instance he observed 
copulation, it took place as the male fluttered over the 
female, he uttering "wheaks" and she "solicitation" calls 
as she was "...serai-crouched with the tail up..." perched 
5 feet up in a pine.
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The iTests
Nest Site. Dusky Flycatchers nesting in western Mon­
tana seem to prefer fairly small shrubs as nesting sites.
Of 25 nests found, 12 (485 ) v/ere located in ninebark (Phy— 
socarpus), 11 (44%) in mountain maple (Acer), 1 in buffalo 
berry (Shepherdia), and 1 in chokecherry (Prunus). All 
nests were placed in crotches an average of 4.9 feet from 
the ground, the lowest 2.5 feet in a ninebark bush and the 
highest 11.4 feet in a mountain maple (Table 7). The aver­
age height of the nest shrub was 8.4 feet. The mountain 
maple shrubs averaged highest (12.0 feet) and the average 
nest height in these shrubs also averaged higher (Table 7).
In fact, nest height generallj'' increased as shrub height 
increased (Fig. 22). Others report having found Dusky nests 
in small conifers (Bent 1942:255 and Johnson 1965:205), 
though usually at heights similar to those indicated for 
nests placed in shrubs. In western Montana, Manuwal (1968: 
104) found five nests of oberholseri, all in shrubs and all 
under 6 feet. In the Sierra Nevada, Sumner and Dixon (1955: 
121), found that oberholseri nests in thickets of mountain 
whitehorn (Ceanothus). manzanita (Arc to s taphylo s). aspen 
(Populus). and alder (Alnus).
Eight nests of hammondii were found and all were located 
in mature conifers from 10.5 to an estimated 40 feet above 
the ground. Seven of the nests were in Douglas firs 
(Pseudotsuga menzeisii) and one in a ponderosa pine (Pinus
Table 7 
Nesting Sites of oberholseri
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Height Height of
Nest of Nest Nest Bush Nest
Nest Location (feet) (feet) Support
PCOi Ninebark 5.7 7.5 crotchPC01 Mtn* maple 5.9 6.5 crotchPC01* Mtn. maple 5.2 6.5 crotchPC02 Mtn, maple 4.6 12.5 crotchPC02a Mtn* maple 6.8 11.5 crotchPC03 Mtn. maple 6.7 12.0 crotchPC04 Ninebark 3.9 5.0 crotchPC04-& Ninebark 3.5 5.0 crotchPC05 Buffalo berry 3.6 5.5 crotchPC06 Mtn. maple 9.5 14.5 crotchPC07 Ninebark 2.3 4.0 crotchPC08 Ninebark 2.7 4.5 crotchHBOi Niniebark 2.5 3.0 crotchHB02a Ninebark 5.3 6.0 crotchHB01 Chokecherry 6.1 13.0 crotchHB02 Ninebark 2.3 5.0 crotchHB03 Ninebark 2.7 4.0 crotchHB04 Ninebark 3.8 6.5 crotchHB04a Mtn. maple 11 .4 15.0 crotchHB04& Ninebark 3.1 4.5 crotchHB05 Mtn. maple 5.3 11 .0 crotchMC01* Mtn. maple 6.1 11 .0 crotchMC02 Mtn. maple 7.7 13.0 crotchMC02a Ninebark 2.3 5.3 crotchMC03 Mtn. maple 6.6 18.0 crotch
Overall average ; 4.9 8.4Average of 11 Mtn. maples : 6.7 12.0Average of 12 Ninebarks: 3.3 5.0
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Pig, 22. Pest heiMit as a function of shrub height for 
oberholseri.
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ponderosa)• All were saddled on branches and placed out on 
the branch from 2.5 to 15 feet from the trunk (Table 8), 
Manuwal (1968:107), studying in western Montana found only 
three of eight Hammond^s nests in conifers. The other 
five were found in riparian alders with the nests placed 
in crotches from 7-15 feet above the ground. Similarly, 
of 14 nests found by Davis (1954:167), four were located 
in the main trunk crotches of small trees, while 10 were 
3-5 feet out on "limb crotches'* of larger trees.
Nest Dimensions and Materials. Seventeen Dusky nests 
and four Hammond's nests were collected and analyzed (Table
9)* The nests of oberholseri are soft, neatly woven cups 
built largely of fine grasses and other finely shredded 
plant material. In a typical nest this constitutes 2/3rds 
of more of the total nest mass. Each nest also usually 
contains a few Douglas fir needles, a few bits of shredded 
bark and occasionally a weed stalk or twig. Most nests, 
especially the lining, contained a number of various types 
of feathers. In addition, most of the nests were lined with 
coniferous bud scales and a small amount of lichen (Usnea). 
Other materials used less commonly included string, bits of 
paper, horsehair, the pappus of Compositae and bits of 
cottony vegetable matter. In a few cases, most of the nest 
mass was constituted of deer hair while in others some or 
most of the lining was made up of deer hair. This was 
especially true at the Harper's Bridge Study Area where five
Table 8 
Nest Sites of hammondii
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Nest
Nest
Location
PCH1 Douglas firRH1 Douglas fir
RH1* Douglas fir
RH2 ponderosa pine
RH5 Douglas fir
RH4 Douglas firRH8 Douglas fir
RH9 Douglas fir
Ave.
Height 
of Nest (feet)
Distance 
from Trunk 
(feet)
Nest
Support
35 6 saddled on limb
27 8 saddled on limb
17 ici saddled on limb
35 4 i saddled on limb
17 5 saddled on limb40 2i saddled on limb
10& 9 saddled on limb16 15 saddled on limb
24.7 7.6 «
Table 9
Nesting Materials of oberholseri and hammondii 
oberholseri
Finely Shredded 
Nest Plant Material
KbO|a most of nest
mass
Feathers 
5'̂  ̂breastf5 reCtrlces 
flmany breast 
1”̂  covert
Lichen
(Usnea)
little
Needles
Conifer
Bud
Scales
many^
Deer
Hair
little
Cottony
Plant
Material
much^
Other
bits of paper 
and string
HBOI 3 A  of nest
HB02 2/3 of nest
mass
HB03 3/4 of nest 
mass
rlmany breast some'
much
igi breast some"
few"
few
20"
much
some'
some'
some^ some^
some bark 
shreds, 1 
weed stalk ; 
Compositae
animal fur^
2 weed stalks
HB04 some flmany breastf1 rectrix 
3^^ breast 
1®^ neck 
breast
some' many^ 2/3 of some^ 
nest mass
few bark 
shreds and 
weed stalks
HBü4a i of nest 
mass
flfew breast 20" many i of little
nest mass
1 twig and 
1 weed stalk
Table 9 (continued)
Finely Shredded 
Nest Plant Material Feathers
HB04& t of nest mass 80^^^
3®^ breast
Lichen
(Usnea)
some^
Needles
15̂
Conifer
Bud
Scales
feŵ
Deer
Hair
& of
nest mass
Cottony
Plant
Material Other
few bits few bark 
shreds
MC03 most of nest 
mass
1̂  ̂breast 
10^^ breast
many fl
much
2P
some' some few tufts of 
Compositae
PCOi 3/4 of nest 
mass
PCOl 2/3 of nest 
mass
fl 1many breast much
many
some
wl
ul
much'
many^ little^ some^
few^ many^ some
some shredded 
bark, bits of 
paper
some shredded 
bark, bits of 
paper, some 
grass^
P CO li- 3/4 of nest 
mass
some many some shredded 
bark, bits of 
paper
PC02 3/4 of nest 
mass
much' many some' some shredded 
bark, some 
wisps of 
Compositae
Table 9 (continued)
Finely Shredded 
Nest Plant Material
PC04 1/3 of nest
mass
PC04t most of nest
mass
PC05 3/4 of nest 
mass
Feathers
1̂  breast
Lichen
(Usnea)
Conifer
Bud
Needles Scales
much many
much many
Deer
Hair
many much of 
lining
Cottony
Plant
Material
1/3 of
nest
mass
some
some'
Other
some shredded 
bark, much 
Compositae 
wisps
few bark 
shreds, bits 
of paper
some shredded 
bark
PC06 3/4 of nest 
mass
PG07 most of nest 
mass
2̂ ^ breast
;asl 
fl
2̂ ^ bre t
several
breast
some'
much many
much of 
lining
some'
much
1 weed stalk, 
1 twig, bits 
of paper
few bark 
shreds, few 
weed stalks
Table 9 (continued)
Finely Shredded 
Nest Plant Material
RHl most of nest
mass
RH1§ most of nest 
mass
Feathers 
more than 
30^^ breastf3 rectrix
hanuiiondii
Lichen
(Usnea)
TttUôïr
many*^ breast raucĥ
Conifer
Bud
Needles Scales
5
few'
some
some'
few
Deer
HairT ~
few
Cottony
Plant
Material
some
some
Other
1 horsehair, 
some bark 
shreds
a few bark 
shreds
RH3 most of nest 
mass
f 1many breastf4 rectrix
much few*̂  many^ some^ some some bark 
shreds
RHB most of nest 
mass
many breastf1 rectrix
3“
much' many
fewP
few some some bark 
shreds, few 
weed stalks
b = base and outside of nest 
1 = lining of nest 
r = rim of nest
d = Douglas fir 
p = ponderosa pine
bb = Black-billed Magpie feathers 
f = Flycatcher feathers 
g = Great-horned Owl feathers 
m = Mourning Dove feathers 
r = Rufous-sided Towhee feathers 
w = Western Tanager feathers 
X = Blue Grouse feathers 
u = unidentified feathers
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nests - HB02, HB03, HB04, HB04a and HB04& - each contained 
a substantial sunount of deer hair (Table 9). This common­
ality of materials of adjacent nests (Fig, 3) suggests that 
availability of nest materials plays an important role in 
nest construction.
The nests of hammondii were constructed of materials 
seemingly similar to those used by oberholseri, That is, 
most of the nest mass was made up of grass and shredded plant 
material. However, the type of grass used seemed coarser 
and was not as finely shredded as that used in Dusky nests.
A few Douglas fir needles, weed stalks and bark shreds were 
also found in each nest along with a number of feathers.
The lining, as in oberholseri nests, was made up of lichens 
and coniferous bud scales. Some cottony plant material and 
a few deer hairs were also found in each lining. Davis (1954: 
167), lists the materials used in hammondii nest construction 
as (1) plant fibers, especially of ninebark, (2) a few twigs 
and needles, and (3) feathers and Douglas fir cone scales in 
the lining.
The obvious difference between the nests of these two 
species was not, then, in materials used but in the shape 
and size of the nests (Pigs. 23A—C). Dusky nests were 
considerably deeper and higher than Hammond’s nests (Table
10). Twenty-five Dusky nests averaged 72.4 mm in outside 
depth while five Hammond’s nests averaged only 54.0 mm. This 
does not include the loose ends at the base of the nests of
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Fig. 23. '’ests of oberholseri and hammondii.
A. Bus!::/ nest PC02a
B. I-îajnmond * s nest RFÎ8
C. Hammond’s nest RH8 from below
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Table 10
Nest Dimensions of oberholseri and hammondii
oberholseri
Nest
pcoi
PC01
pcoiiPC02
PC02a
PC03
PC04
PC04i
PC05PC06
PC07PC08
HBOèa
HB01
HB02
HB03HB04HB04a
HB04iMCOlè
HC03
Average
Outside 
diam. (mm)
7576 72 
68
67
74
75 82 
78 
78 72 
7568
77 
75 70 80 
65 80 
75 72
75.8
Inside 
diam. (mm)
5552
60
50
4750
58
55
576052
50
55
5750
5550
52
5552
50
55.4
Outside 
depth (mm)
70
70
7560
78
60
75 
85 72
76 
65 
75 70 
75 
75 
75 
75 70 
75 78 
70
72.4
Inside 
depth (mm)
56 
28
57 
4558 
55 42 
50 
55 
55 57 
55 
55 40 
55 
55 40 
57 
55 
55
55.9
hammondii
Outside Nest diam. (mm)
RH1 90
RH1i 80
RH5 95RH8 82
RH9 80
Inside 
diam. (mm)
62
65
55
5552
Outside 
depth (mm)
4458
60
55
55
Inside 
depth (mm)
50
22
50
20
22
Average 85.0 57.0 54.0 24.8
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oberholseri which often hang down several inches below the 
base of the nest proper. In inside depth, the Dusky nests 
averaged 55.9 cm while the Hammond's averaged 24.8 mm.
Outer and inner cup diameters averaged 75.8 mm and 55.4 mm 
for oberholseri and 85.0 mm and 57.0 mm for hammondii.
Nestbuilding. The nests of both oberholseri and hammondii 
appear to be built only by females. Observations of nest- 
building at Dusky nests indicate that the female collects 
nesting material and does the actual building while the male 
perches nearby uttering occasional "prllits", "whits", "hies" 
and trills. Similarly, observations of one Hammond's nest 
reveal that the male perches nearby uttering occasional 
"chu-lups" and "g—lerrs" while the female collects materials 
and builds the nest. Non—participation of the male may not 
prove to be the rule for Empidonax flycatchers however, as 
Johnson (1965:206—7) observed occasional nestbuilding 
activities by males of E. wrightii.
Exact starting dates of nestbuilding are unknown for 
any one Dusky nest; however, time between the start of a 
nest and laying of the first egg appears to be 15 to 16 
days. Nests PCOI and PC05y for example, were found on 
5 June with the cups approximately 1/5 complete, while the 
first egg of both nests was not laid until 15 June. Al­
lowing 2 or 5 days to complete the first 1/5 of the nest, 
this would make the time between the start of the nests 
and the laying of egg 1 about 15 days. The nest structure
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proper, however, appears to be built in only a few days and 
then only short periods are spent in lining the nest* ITest
PC05f for example, appeared to be completed on 6 Jiine, but
egg 1 was not laid until 14 June. The only changes I ob­
served in the nest during that time were the addition of a
few feathers and bud scales to the lining. Cool, rainy 
weather during late May and early June may have played a 
significant role in retarding nest building and egg laying. 
During the period from 20 May to 10 June the average daily 
temperature ranged from only 46 to 59 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Precipitation was recorded on 14 of the 22 days in that 
interval (Appendix I).
Some idea of the technique of nestbuilding by oberholseri 
and hammondii may best be indicated by the following extracts 
from my field notes including observations at two Dusky 
nests and one Hammond’s nest. The first extract is a 
description of an early stage of Dusky nestbuilding.
9 June, MC02
At 8:50 AÎ4 a presumed female flew to a 
mountain maple bush with much grayish, 
grassy material in her bill. She was 
"whitting" all the while. She placed 
the material in a crotch which already 
had about 1/3 of the total nest mass in 
place and then departed quickly. At 
9:00 the same (?) bird returned with more 
grassy material, sat on the nest and 
began inserting material into the top of 
the nest for about 30 seconds and then 
departed. At 9:03 she was "whitting" again 
and returned to the nest without anything 
in her bill. She pecked at the inner wall
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of the nest, then dropped to a perch 
lower in the hush and left at 9:04, At 
9:054 she returned again with nothing 
and stood on or in the nest and began 
reaching around a branch and drawing 
nesting material back toward herself, 
thus vrrapping material around the branch. 
She left after 50 seconds and at 9:07 
returned, pecked at the top of the nest, 
left "whitting”, perched in a nearby 
bush for 1 minute and then flew out of 
sight followed by a ”whit—hiccing” male.
At 9:13 she returned with nesting material 
and again began wrapping material around a 
crotch branch. At 9:17, 9:19 and 9:22 she 
again returned, twice without any nesting 
material, and stayed about 43 seconds each 
time, wrapping as before. Between 9:30 
and 9:47 I caught only glimpses of the male and female 100 feet south of the nest 
but I heard a few song syllables, "prllit” 
-trills and "whit—hies". At 9:47 the fe­male was back on the nest, inserting and 
arranging materials on the outer top of 
the nest. After 30 seconds the male 
uttered a trill— "prllit" and the female 
left "whitting". My observations ended 
at 9:30.
The following extract describes a late stage of Dusky 
nestbuilding:
3 June, PC06
At 9:37 AM the female was seen taking nest­ing material from an old (Dusky?) nest.
She flew to her own mostly completed nest 
and inserted the material into the rim 
and quickly departed. She returned at 
10:05 without any material, got down low 
into the nest, arched her back, partly 
opened her wings, lowered her posterior 
and tail to the horizontal and seemed to 
press her breast to the inner cup (Pig. 
24). She began making a wriggling move­
ment which was presumably the result of 
alternately pressing first one and then
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ïïip:. 24. "Oup-raoldinp" behavior of the oberholseri female.
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the other foot against the inner cup.
This wriggle or "cup mold" lasted only 
a few seconds but was repeated several 
times, often with the bird turning or 
rotating in the nest. In between each 
wriggle she would bill or peck at the top 
of the nest or simply look around appear­ing very alert. She left after about 1 
minute and returned at 10:15 repeating 
this "cup molding" behavior. At 10:17 
she returned to the edge without any 
material, looked in the nest and departed. 
At 10:19, 10:28, 10:39, 10:41 and 10:48 
the female returned and cup molded often 
pecking at the rim during this behavior. 
Each visit was of about 45 seconds dura­tion v/ith several wriggles per visit. At 
10:49 and 11:00 she returned and cup molded again, leaving with a trill at 11:01. My observations ended at 11:01,
This last extract describes a late stage of Hammond’s nest­
building:
22 June, PCH1
At 11:50 AÎÎ the female stood in the 
mostly completed nest for 10 seconds 
inserting material into the rim. At 
11 ; 52 the male and female were in flight 
together, very close and circling and 
failing at the base of the nest tree. 
Thirty seconds later the female was back 
on the nest pecking at the rim for 10 
seconds. She departed and returned at 
11:54 without any nesting material, 
settled in the nest and "cup molded" 
for about 10 seconds. She returned for 
about 10 seconds at 11:55 and poked at the rim. At 11:56 she returned with 2 
plant pieces which she inserted into 
the rim and at 11:57s and 12:00 ï she 
returned again poking at the rim. She 
continued these very brief nest visits 
until my observations ended at 1:35.
In all, she visited the nest 31 times in 
105 minutes, sometimes bringing nesting
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material and sometimes not* Her actions 
included "cup molding", wrapping nesting 
material around crotch twigs, hilling the 
rim of the nest, and inserting materials 
into the rim.
There are no obvious differences in the nestbuilding 
techniques of the two species. Both peck at the nest rim 
extensively, insert materials into the top of the nest, 
mold the cup in a similar manner and v/rap material around 
crotch branches. Differences did exist in the number of 
visits per unit time and the length of the average visit.
In 3 hours of nestbuilding observations at four Dusky nests, 
the females visited their nests 30 times. In only 1 3/4 
hours at PCH1, the Hammond’s female went to the nest 31 times 
The length of her stay was much shorter than that of the 
Dusky females. Exact times were not transcribed but most 
of the 31 nestbuilding visits by the Hammond's female 
lasted 10 seconds or less, and most Dusky visits lasted 45- 
60 seconds or longer.
Vocalizations by Dusky females were common during nest­
building. Females would often begin "whitting" just after 
leaving nests and this would continue until they again 
returned to the nests. Occasionally a "d—d—d" call was 
heard by females leaving nests. Male vocalizations 
included song syllables, "prllit"—trills and "whit—hies".
The Hammond's female at PCH1 never vocalized during nest­
building although "wheezees" and "d-d—d 's" were heard during
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pairing flights in between nestbuilding bouts and these 
may have been uttered by the female* The male Hammond’s at 
PCH1 uttered only "chu—lup*’ song syllables during nest­
building*
Renesting* No renesting occurred by either oberholseri 
or hammondii after a brood was successfully reared but did 
occur in oberholseri after egg robbery, nest destruction 
or other predation* None of the eight Hammond’s nests were 
destroyed. Table 11 presents data on the change in nesting 
sites from the original nest to the renest, and the dis­
tances of the renest from the original site for four 
Dusky renests. For two or the four renests, it appeared 
that the entire original structure was transferred to the 
new renest location following egg robbery. The other two 
Dusky renests were constructed of "unused" nesting material 
in the usual manner.
For the Dusky Flycatchers, the time interval between 
nest destruction and/or predation of the eggs and the lay­
ing of the first egg of the renest appears to be much 
shorter than the time between the beginning of the original 
nest and the laying of the first egg. Nest IÎC02, for example, 
contained four eggs on 21 June. On 25 June, the eggs and 
nest were gone and the renest was found 40 yards from the 
original nest site, essentially complete, with the female 
cup molding and pulling material up and over the rim and 
tucking it into the inner wall* On 1 July, my next nest
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Table 11
Nest versus Renest Sites of oberholseri
Nest or Renest*
Height 
(feet) Location
Height of 
Bush (feet)
HBOi- 2.5 ninebark 3.0HBOàa 5.3 ninebark 6.0
HB04 3.8 ninebark 6.5HB04a 11 .4 mtn. maple 1 5.0
PC02 4.6 mtn. maple 12.5PC02a 6.8 mtn. maple 11.5
MC02 7.7 mtn. maple 13.0MC02a 2.3 ninebark 5.3
*nests followed by "a" designate the renest
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r'leck, t'i e 4 er was laid. l̂'kerefore, 1 was probabl;.'
laid on 2 -Tnn.o, 7 daĵ s at ! he most after the original nest 
v/as destrced. Similarly", the lirst err of ?IB04a was laid 
 ̂ da/'S at the most after the oririnal nest was destroyed.
A' hhO-a, a rnarminmm of 13 da;̂ s expired before the firs A 
c o f  tl"e renest was laid ; the time may have been con- 
siderablv less, as I conId not find the renest before the 
last err was laid. One other renest was found (PC02a) but 
'oi until 14 days or more after the youny of the original 
est were predated. This nest was found quite late in the 
season (26 July) and no eyy layinr ever occurred. The 
structure was essentiall;’ complete when I found it but 
linor feat’'er and lininn- additions occurred iu the next few 
da:’s. Iresumahly, the various stimuli brouyht to bear on 
female of 1002 after her î ôuny were predated were 
sufficient to promote nestbuildiny but not en ̂  layiny.
Tl'h Lay in y and i.h e Eyrs
Based on only three instances for which the time or 
approximate time of eyy la?hny is known, the Dusky Flycat­
cher lays its ê ŷs in the late morning or early afternoon, 
"'his seems typical of ^yrannt flycatchers (helty 1962:290). 
'or nest HBOI, laying of the 3rd egg was witnessed. The 
incubating' female began by raising her entire body high­
er than the "low incubation" position (see further) while 
still keepinrr it in a horizontal posture with her
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tail also nearly horizontal. The bird then arched up her 
hack several times, raised her posterior and tail, and 
opened her beak exceptionally wide (wider than for normal 
panting) for 30-45 seconds. This apparently was when the 
actual laying occurred because she then closed her beak and 
moved back and up to the rim of the nest, perched there a 
few minutes, and looked into the nest several times where 
her posterior had been positioned and where she had presum­
ably deposited the egg. The behavior began at 1:01 PM and 
ended at 1:06 PM.
The number of eggs laid per clutch in oberholseri is 
almost always four. Twenty—three of 24 Dusky clutches 
consisted of four eggs, including two renest clutches. One 
clutch had only three eggs, but was a renest. Even nest 
HB04a, which contained a cowbird egg, had four Dusky eggs. 
For Hammond ' s, one nest had four eggs, two had four young 
and two had at least three young. The number of young in 
the other three nests is unknown. For hammondii. Davis 
(1954) found the average number of eggs to be three, where 
four nests had three eggs, one nest had two eggs, one nest 
had four eggs, three nests had three young, and two nests 
had four young (12 nests had a total of 35 young and eggs). 
The sequence of laying in oberholseri seems to be one egg 
a day although there are deviations. In 4 of 6 cases, an 
egg a day was laid for 4 days but at PC03 an egg a day was 
laid for the first 3 days, none on the 4th day and the
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final egg was laid on day 5. At nest PC06, an egg a day
was laid for the first 2 days, none on the 3rd day and 1
egg each on the 4th and 5th days ( Table 12). The sequence 
of laying for the Hammond's Flycatcher is not known.
The frequency of complete clutches for oberholseri is 
shown in Fig. 25. Of 11 first nestings for which the day of 
the laying of the 4th egg is known, 10 had completed clutches 
between 10 and 19 June. The other nest (HBOI) had a com­
pleted clutch on 5 June and two renests had complete clutches 
on 1 and 4 July.
The eggs of both hammondii and oberholseri are ovate,
creamy white with no markings, and have little gloss. There
was little variation from bird to bird although Bent (1942:
229) reported some hammondii eggs with many small brownish 
spots. Of 43 Dusky eggs measured from 11 different nests, 
the average length and width was 17.8 x 13.4 mm (Table 13). 
Bent (1942:236) reported the average for 50 eggs as 17.3 x 
13.2. My extremes were 19.6 x 13.2, 18.9 x 14.0. 15.5 x 13.0 
and 16.0 x 12.8. Bent's extremes were 18.5 x 14.2, 17.0 x 
14.5. and 15.2 x 12.7. I did not measure Hammond's eggs 
though Bent (1942:229) reports the average for 50 eggs as 
16,8 X 12.9 and the extremes as 17.8 x 13.7, 17.6 x 14.0,
15.2 X 13.2 and 16.6 x 12.4. The generally smaller size 
of Hammond's eggs versus Dusky eggs reflects the corresponding 
size of the birds.
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Table 12
Sequence of pRf: Layinfr in oberholseri
Hest Day 1 Pay 2 Pay 5 Pay 4 Pay
PC 01 X X X X
PC 02 X X X X
PC 05 X X X X
PC 05 X X X X
PO 06 X X X X
HB04- X X X X
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rir̂ . 2H. ;;'reqTienc'r of completed clutches of oberholseri
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Table 13
Egg lieasurements of oberholseri (nun)
îîest Length x Width Nest Length x Width
PC01 18,1 X 15.6 PC08 15.5 x 3.017.4 X 13.1 lé,3 X 2,917.8 X 13.2 16.3 X 3.017.9 X 13.3 16,0 X 2,8
PC02 18,6 X 13.6 HBOI 18,3 X 3.518,5 X 13.9 18,6 X 3.118.9 X 14.0 18,5 X 3.418,0 X 14.0 18,2 X 3.4
PC03 17.5 X 15.6 HB02 18.0 X 3.618,0 X 13.9 17.7 X 5.016,9 X 13.6 18,1 X ' 3.2
16,9 X 13.6 18,0 X 3.2
PC04 17.9 X 13.1 HB03 18.7 X 3.117.9 X 13.6 17.3 X 3.117.0 X 13.6 19.6 X 3.217.2 X 13.5 18.6 X 3.0
PC05 18,0 X 13.3 HB05 18.3 X 5.917.6 X 13.2 18.2 X 3.317.4 X 13.2 17.9 X 3.317.9 X 13.7 (egg hatched)
PC07 17.9 X 13.818,2 X 13.2
18.1 X 13.6
17.2 X 13.0
Average : 17.8 X 13.4
note; the extremes are underlined
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Incubation
Incubation is performed by the female alone in both the 
Dusky and Hammond’s Flycatchers. Johnson (1963:207) also 
found this true of oberholseri and Davis (1954:167) found 
that the female alone incubates in hammondii. In addition, 
Johnson found that females of wrightii perform all incuba­
tion duties and Nice and Collias (1961:147) found the same 
true of the Least Flycatcher. Indeed, this seems to be the 
rule for the Tyrannidae (Nice 1943:219).
Incubation by the Dusky Flycatcher begins no later than 
after the laying of the 2nd egg. Of nine different Dusky 
females observed when there were two eggs in their nests, 
seven females were on the nest. In addition, three of these 
seven females were being fed by their mates, a behavior 
expected when the female is spending a majority of her time 
on the nest, as during incubation, rather than when spending 
only short periods on the nest, as during egg laying. Further­
more, the first two eggs to hatch, do so at about the same 
time, suggesting that incubation begins after laying of the 
2nd egg. V/hen incubation begins in the Hammond’s Flycatcher 
could not be determined.
The incubation period lasted about 15 days in oberholseri. 
This period was determined by the number of days that elapsed 
between the laying of the last egg and the hatching of that 
egg. Of six nests for which this information is available, 
the incubation period at four was 15 days. At nest HB04a,
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the period of incubation was at least 15 days and at HBOI 
it was at least 16 days. Bent (1942:237) reported the incnha- 
tion period as "12 to 15 days" and "13 or 14 days" but with 
one instance of 17 days. Johnson (1963:207) recorded the 
incubation period as 14 days for one nest of oberholseri.
The duration of incubation in hammondii could not be deter­
mined since most nests had eggs when first found. Davis 
(1954:167) reports an incubation period of 15 days for one 
nest of hammondii while Bent (1942:229) states that it is 
"...probably the same as for other small flycatchers, about 
12 days."
Attentiveness of the female Dusky was 86.0%, and for 
the Hammond’s female was 83.IT; (Table 14). Slightly higher 
nest attendance for oberholseri may be partially attributable 
to the occurrence of incubation feeding in that species. 
Discounting time when the male incubation-fed the female, 
the attentiveness of oberholseri was only slightly higher 
than that of hammondii (Table 15). In fact, the figures 
on attentiveness for both species may be too high since 
there were many short periods of observation during which 
the females did not leave their nests. Most figures given 
for attentiveness by others are lower than those given here. 
Davis (1954:167), in 19.3 hours of observation, recorded 
Hammond’s females on nests 77% of the time, and in another 
study Davis (1959:82) recorded Least Flycatcher females 
incubating 77.I/o of the time. Nice (1943:222) found the
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Table 14
Attentive and Inattentive Periods of oberholseri 
and hammondii during Incubation
oberholseri
Nest
PC01
PC02
PC03
PC04PC06
PC08
IIB01HB02
KB03
HB04HB04a
HB05PC 02
MC02a
PC 03
Total
Time on (minutes)
102.0 
51 .0 41 .0
143.5
83.550.0
291 .087.0
195.0
92.0
616.0
99.524.0
108.0
52.0
2033.5ŝ Tô
hammondii
Time off 
(minutes)
3.0 
0.0
45.0 
31 .5
32.5 0.0
32.0
24.59.0
3.0
128.0
5.56.0
12.0
0.0
332.0
14.0
T T e s t
PCH1
RH1
RH3RH8
Total
~ Y o
Time on 
(minutes)
225.555.0
68.0
164.5
513.0
83.1
Time off 
(minutes)
61 .0 
0.0
12.0 
31 .5
104.5
TSTS
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Table 1 5
Attentive and Inattentive Periods 
of oberholseri During Incubation Feeding
Time On Time Off # of Incubation
Nest (minutes) (minutes) Feedings
PCOI 42.0 3.0 2PC02 25.0 0.0 1
POO 3 41 .0 45.0 1PC06 37.0 4.0 2
HB03 57.0 3.0 13
HB04 30.0 0.0 4HB04a 15.0 0.0 3HB04a 47.0 0.0 6
HB04a 210.0 0.0 9
HB04a 105.5 14.5 14HB04a 87.5 17.5 1
MOO 3 32.0 0.0 2
Total 729.0 (89. 3%) 87.0 (10.750 56
Time On Time Off
Total Incubation Time 2033*5 minus
Incubation Time During 729.0 
Incubation Feeding
Incubation Time when 
Male did not feed 1304.5 (84.2%)
Female
352.0
87.0
245.0 (15.8%)
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median for 10 passerine species to be 15%»
For oberholseri, the average incubation bout lasted An 
average of 21 minutes while the period off of the nest 
averaged 6.6 minutes. The longest Dusky incubation bout was 
210 minutes at HB04a. Periods of light rain no doubt con­
tributed to its length. The average incubation period for 
the Hammond's female was 15.6 minutes while the average 
time off was 4.3 minutes. These figures compare with Dice's 
medians of 29.8 minutes on and 8.5 minutes off for 21 indi­
viduals of 10 passerine species (1943:221). Although the 
on and off periods for both oberholseri and hammondii av­
eraged somewhat less than Dice's medians, they are well with­
in the ranges presented by Dice. The average on period of 
hammondii compares especially well with that of the Be card 
(Platypsaris aglaiae)(12.0) and the Sulpher-bellied Flycat­
cher (Myiodynastes luteiventris) (17.0) as presented by Dice.
Behavior and vocalizations. During normal incubation, 
females of oberholseri and hammondii assume the posture in 
the nest shovm in Figure 26A, that is, low in the nest v/ith 
body and head horizontal and the tail usually up at an angle 
of around 45 degrees ("low incubation"). The female of PG05 
was observed on her nest in this posture for more than 45 
minutes on 11 June and from all outward appearances, was 
incubating eggs. In addition, she exhibited egg turning and 
egg checking behavior (see further). However, when I flushed 
her and checked the nest, it was empty. The first egg was
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'ir. 2^, Incubation postures of oberholseri and hammondii. 
A* "lov/ incubation”
B. ’*hinh incubation”
B
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not laid until 14 June, I did not observe this "pre-incuba­
tion" behavior in hammondii but others have apparently 
observed the same thing in oberholseri. Bowles and Decker, 
for example, (cited by Bent 1942:258) say of a female Dusky: 
"...she will always sit so closely that one has to lift her 
off of the nest, but it is impossible to judge the contents 
by this as she is just as likely to be building as to have 
a complete set of eggs." They go on to describe lifting a 
bird off of the nest and finding it only half complete and 
empty. Although no birds in this study sat so closely that 
they allowed themselves to be lifted off of their nest, 
females of both oberholseri and hammondii were extremely 
reluctant to leave their nests during incubation. On many 
occasions, the bush or branch supporting the Dusky or Ham­
mond's nest had to be shaken vigorously before the bird 
would flush. In two instances even this was unsuccessful 
and I flushed the Dusky females by touching their tails.
V/hile incubating, females of both species would oc­
casionally close their eyes for brief intervals and let 
their tails lower and heads droop over the edge of the nest 
(Fig. 27); the birds presumably sleep during these in­
stances. VJhen the ambient temperature was high. Dusky 
females would often rise in the nest into a "high incuba­
ting position" (Fig 26B). They appeared to be "standing" 
in the nest but with the bod;/ and head still about hori­
zontal. On extremely hot days and when the nest was ex-
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ir". 27. Sleepi::'-' posture of incubatinc5 females of 
oberholseri a'ld haramorxlii.
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posed to direct sunlight, the Dusky female would often 
either perch on the nest rim v/ith her back toward the , 
leaning toward the center of the nest with wings partially 
spread (i.e. ’’shading”) (Fig, 28A) or perch in the nest with 
the body more or less upright (i.e. ’’standing-shading”)
(Fig. 28B). Grinnell et al. (1930:279) also observed nest 
shading in the Dusky Flycatcher. This behavior is pre­
sumably a response to the sun and high temperatures al­
though its occurrence during brooding may be released by 
the sight of the discomfort of the young as well (Dice 
1943:229). I never observed shading in hammondii. Pre­
sumably, the nesting sites selected by Hammond's Flycat­
chers receive less insolation than those of Dij.sky Flycat­
chers and hence, the eggs do not require shading.
The methods used by both species in checking and turn­
ing their eggs are similar. The female would check her 
eggs by rising and backing up in the nest and then, v/ith 
her body still horizontal, bend her neck so that the bill 
v/as pointing vertically dovmv/ard into the nest. Then she 
would turn her head to one side or the other and appear 
to look at the eggs with only one eye (i.e. "eyeballing”) 
(Fig. 29). Often the v/hole body would be angled down into 
the nest and the head of the female would disappear below 
the nest rim (Fig. 50) after v/hich the whole body of the 
female seemed to vibrate due to vigorous head movements 
(the ”head-deep vibrate”). On these occasions the female
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Oo Siiadlr - postures of oberholseri
A. ’'shadir''*'
B. ''S tand i.nr—shad ina”
B
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’ir:. 29. '9:jyeballi:]r" behavior of oberholseri and 
hamno:idii adults*
l/
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750. '‘Head-deep*’ viHra-^e beliavior of oberholseri
a: 1 d li arain o nd 1 i adults.
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may have heen turning eggs. One other method of turning 
eggs is apparently by foot movement of the female which in 
turn makes the whole body "wriggle”. These"foot—movement 
wriggles" may occur as separate behaviors or they may follow 
other female activity, namely: (1) after returning to the 
nest and settling on the eggs, (2) after rising or "shading" 
and then resettling, (3) after preening, and (4) after the 
female has rotated in the nest and faced in a different 
direction. It is thus difficult to determine which, if any 
of the "foot-movement wriggles" are associated with turning 
the eggs or are merely a method of settling into the nest.
At any rate, of 10 different behaviors exhibited by the 
females of hammondii and oberholseri while incubating, 
the "foot—movement wriggle" was displayed more than any of 
the others in both species. 33.79^ of the behavioral "epi­
sodes" in oberholseri and 44.9/: in hammondii were of this 
type (Tables 16,17). Preening was displayed 2nd most in 
Hammond’s (22.5%) and the "head-deep vibrate" was 2nd 
most common in the Dusky (25#6^o). "Head-deep vibrate?* was 
3rd most common in hammondii. Thus over half of the 
activity in both species — the "foot-movement wriggle" and 
the "head-deep vibrate" - may be associated with turning 
eggs.
Hollowing an absence from the nest, the female Dusky 
usually returned silently, flying directly to the nest. 
'H'/hitting" was uncommon. Female Hammond’s, on the other
Table 16
Behaviors of oberholseri Females during Incubation
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PCOl 102,0 7
PC02 25.0 — - - — — - - — - —
PC03 41.0 1 - 1
PC04 143.5 11 3 4 - 3 - - - - -
PC06 46.5 1 3 2 - — 1 2 - — —
PCOS 50.0 2 - - - - - 1 - - -
HBOl 291.0 15 27 2 7 - 3 - - - -
HB02 87.0 2 2 1 1 1 - - 3 - —
HB03 193.0 3 11 - - 1 1 - - - -
HB04 92.0 1 3 1 1 - 1 1 - - -
HB04a 450.0 33 7 - 3 4 2 - - - 20
HB05 85.0 7 1 1 4 5 1 2 - - -
MC02 24.0 1 4 1 - - - - - — -
MC02a 108.0 7 1 - 2 - - 1 1 1 —
MC03 32.0 4 1 - — . — - — — -
T ota l 1500.0 91 69 23 24 19 9 10 4 1“ 20
- 33.7 25.6 Ô.5 8.9 7.0 3.3 3.7 1.5 0 .4 7.'
# per 
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Table 17
Behaviors of hammondii Females during Incubation
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>and, were often heard *’pipping” on their return to the nest* 
’hey would often stop at several perches, slowly moving 
closer and closer to the nest* Once on the nest, females 
of both species vocalized only rarely and then very softly* 
female Dusky vocalizations while on the nest included "whits”, 
’•prllits" and ”d—d—d ’s". Female Hammond * s vocalizations 
while on the nest included ”chu—lups”, ”g—lerrs", "wheezees” 
a id "pips” *
The Role of the Hale* The males of both species remain 
in their respective territories and are never far from the 
"est. Males of hammondii are often perched in a tree with­
in 150 feet of the nest tree and they may occasionally 
perch in the nest tree itself. They vocalize irregularly 
from these perches during incubation, the most common vo­
calization being the ”chu—lup”* No other song syllables 
are heard although ”g—lerrs”, "wheezees” and ”pips” may 
also be heard (Tables 5,6). Rarely, with the female off 
of the nest, the male will fly to the nest and perch on 
the rim, cocking his head and looking dovm at the eggs 
( "eyeballing”).
The male Dusky also vocalizes irregularly from nearby 
perches during incubation* His calls include "prllits”, 
trills, ”du-hics” and "whits” (Tables 5,4)* "Prllits" 
and trills are especially frequent when the male is 
incubation feeding the female. ”Du-hics” are heard 
irregularly throughout the day, especially in the evening,
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but are never given during incubation feeding.
Incubation deeding
Incubation feeding occurred regularly in oberholseri 
but was never observed in hammondii. Of 13 pairs of 
oberholseri watched during incubation (for as short a time 
as 20 minutes), seven males were observed feeding their 
females (33.8v'). In addition, the male of one other nest, 
bbOl, was observed feeding the female during brooding. At 
two other nests v/here the females were incubating, (HB02 
and KB05), a trilling male was seen leaving the nest bush, 
a vocalization characteristic of incubation feeding in 
oberholseri. This would bring the total to 10 of 13 males 
feeding females ( 76.89') .
The earliest observations of incubation feeding occurred 
at three nests, PC03, HB03, and HB04, during the first full 
day of incubation — that is when the nests contained two 
Ci'gs (on the day of the laying of the 3rd egg). The latest 
observations were at POO6 during; hatching on the 16th day 
of incubation, at HBOl and HB04a, both on the 2nd day of 
brooding, and a.t HB03 on the 4th day of brooding (Table 18).
"incubation” feeding often extends into the hatching 
and brooding periods. During brooding, when a male brings 
food to a female, she may transfer it immediately to a 
i'cstling. During 10 of 25 such male to female feedings the 
iemale ate the food; in the other 15 feedings she transferred
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Table 18
Stages of the Breeding Cycle during which Incubation 
Feeding was Observed in oberholseri
Nest Stage of Cycle
PC05, HB03, HB04 day 1 of incubation
HB03, HB04a day 3 of incubation
MC03 day 4 of incubationPC02 day 5 of incubationPCOl day 6 of incubation
HB04a day 7 of incubationHB04a day 10 of incubation
HB04a day 12 of incubation
PC06 day 1 6 of incubation
HBOl , HB04a day 2 of brooding
HB03 day 4 of brooding
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■he food to a nestling*
The combined rate of incubation feeding for the seven 
pair of oberholseri was 4*6 feedings per hour (56 feedings 
i i760 minutes). The extremes for any single period of 
observation were 13.0 feedings per hour at HB03 (13 feed­
ings in 60 minutes) and 0.57 feedings per hour at nest 
:lB04a (one feeding in 105 minutes) (Table 19).
Although others have observed incubation feeding in 
lan-pidonax flycatchers, only 1-îanuwal (1968:104-5) described 
it in oberholseri. Johnson (1963:212) observed it only once 
in E. wrightii but not at all in oberholseri * Davis et al, 
(1963:355) observed it only once in E. difficilis and Davis 
(1954:355) observed it 11 times in 360 minutes in E, minimus. 
Ŝ 'rutch (I960:573) states that it is rare in the family 
'"-rannidae but that it has been observed in Vermilion 
(Pyrocephalus rubinus)* Crested (liyiarchus)* and Least 
flycatchers, the Wood P ewe es (Contopus) and in Eastern 
iiioebes ( Sayornis phoebe) .
Behavior and Vocalizations * The feeding behavior of 
oberholseri males incubation feeding their females differed 
in no substantial way from the behavior demonstrated by 
adults of oberholseri feeding their young (see further). 
fack* 8 observation (1940:169) that "... in most cases of 
courtship feeding the female adopts an attitude and calls 
almost identical with those of a young bird begging food 
from its parents. * * " proved true for oberholseri. The males
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Table 19
Rate of Incubation Feeding 
in oberholseri ^
Rate
Rest
Number of 
Feedings
Time Observed 
(minutes)
(feedings/ 
hour)
PC01 2 45 2.7PC02 1 25 2.4
PC03 1 30 2.0PC06 2 41 2.9
HB03 13 60 13.0
HB05 4 30 8.0
HB04 3 15 12.0HB04a 6 47 7.7HB04a 9 210 2.6HB04a 14 120 7.0HB04a 1 105 0.6
IÎC05 2 32 3.8
Total 58 760 4.6 (ave.)
a: does not include any male to female feedings 
during brooding
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always brouant v/hole insect food, quickly fed the female, 
a'd departed immediately afteri'/ards. Infrequently, the 
nale arrived at the nest edr̂ e v/ithout food, hut poked his 
hill into the open female's bill several times anyway —
:;ust as adults do to the young when they arrive at the nest 
without food during the nestling period. The feeding 
sequence usually included a vocalization by the male follov/ed 
hy 10-50 seconds of silence, after which the male arrived 
a' the nest, fed the female, and then left uttering another 
- ocalization. The female v/as often av/are of the male’s 
coming as she v/ould look about rapidly, open her mouth, 
a.]d then look in the direction the male v/as to come from, 
a-y,"Where from one to several seconds before the male’s 
actual arrival at the nest.
Of 50 incubation feedings for which vocalizations v/ere 
transcribed, the male vocalized either just before arriving 
at the nest, v/hile at the nest or just after leaving the 
nest on 45 occasions (90/t) (Table 20). The male vocalized 
29 of 50 times just before arriving at the nest; most were 
single "prllits” or v/ere a series of notes comprised of 
‘’prllits" and trills, ifhile at the nest, males vocalized 
in only 4 of the 50 instances. After leaving the nest, 
males vocalized on 28 of the 50 occasions and most of these 
vocalizations v/ere trills, though single "prllits" and 
combinations of "prllits" and trills v/ere also recorded.
In addition to the male vocalizations, two females.
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Table 20
Vocalizations of Males of oberholseri 
during 50 Incubation Feedings
Vocalizations
"Prllit"
Trill
"Prllit"—trill
•’Prlli t-prlli t "
Trill-trill
Other "print"— 
trill combinations
Total # of 
Vocalizations
Total Times 
Silent
Before Arriving 
 at Nest____
14
3
3
4 
0
29
21
At the 
Nest
1
3
0
0
0
0
After Leaving 
Nest_____
7 
1 2 
1 
0
6
46
28
22
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ones at nests HB04a and HB03, also regularly vocalized 
telore a feeding. Following the male’s "prllit", the female 
would begin ’’duwee" or "pwee” vocalizations. This lasted 
a grv/here from a few seconds to a minute or more. Then, just 
before the male arrived at the nest, the frequency and in- 
■*'onsity of ”diiv/ees” would increase dramatically and continue 
a 1 . this increased rate until the male fed the female. After 
' ■ e male fed the female and left, the "duwees" would often 
continue up to a minute or more at a slower frequency and 
i Ltensity. (In one 2 minute interval at the slower frequency, 
43 "duwees" were recorded). This female "duwee" vocalization 
sounds much like the begging calls of young Duskys. Further, 
.esflings and the HB04a and HB05 females show behavioral 
similarities in tliat all utter low frequency "duwees"
: ollowed by much higher frequency and intensity "duwees" 
at the time of feeding. The fact that this was observed in 
only two Dusky females suggests that perhaps these birds 
were first year females, still exhibiting certain juvenile 
characteristics.
Function of Incubation Feeding. The feeding of the fe­
male by the male may strengthen the pair bond and/or con­
tribute to the sustenance of the female, allowing her to 
incubate for longer periods. Such feeding may be a method 
by which the male learns of the hatching of the eggs, thus 
allowing him to begin feeding the young earlier. This 
last type of feeding is commonly referred to as anticipatory
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food ‘bringing and is distinguished from incubation feeding 
by the fact that (1) the male often brings food when the 
female is off of the nest and even then he proffers the food 
to the eggs; (2) even with the female on the nest he often 
presents the food to a spot occupied by the middle of the 
females back (directly under which lie the eggs and future 
nestlings); (3) the female is often indifferent to the male, 
never even looking at him when he brings food; (4) antici­
patory feeding only occurs once or twice a day and (5) the 
male’s performance is unaffected by whether the female is 
present or whether she accepts or rejects the food (Nolan 
1958:265-267).
None of the above criteria apply to the Dusky Flycatcher 
and this suggests the feeding is incubation feeding, not 
anticipatory food bringing as: (1) the female was nearly 
always on the nest when the male came to feed her (the 
female was off on only one of 58 feedings and she returned 
seconds after the male arrived and was fed immediately) ;
(2) the male directed feedings at the female’s mouth, not 
at her back; (5) the female accepted the food eagerly;
(4) the males fed their respective females much more than 
only once or twice a day, and (5) feeding is more common 
in early incubation and less common near hatching time.
I believe incubation feeding maintains the pair bond 
and contributes to sustenance of the female. Though the 
rate of incubation feeding was at times quite high, it was
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sporadic, and was not observed at all nests* Nest atten­
dance did increase, however, when incubation feeding 
occurred. Attendance was 89*3/^ (729 minutes on, 87 minutes 
off, 8 nests) during incubation feeding and 84.2% (1,505 
minutes on, 245 minutes off, 15 nests) v;hen no incubation 
feeding occurred (Table 15).
Hatching
Hatching in the husky Flycatcher usually occurs over 
a period of 2 or 3 days. Though no hatching was actually 
observed, it appears that the 1st two eggs to hatch do so 
within only a few hours of each other. This might be 
expected as incubation begins after laying of the 2nd egg.
'Hie 3rd egg hatches approximately 24 hours after the 2nd 
and the 4th egg about 24 hours after the 3rd. Presumably 
^he eggs hatch over a 3 day interval if they are laid over 
a span of 5 days. The span of hatching for hammondii is not 
JrnoTO. The v/estern Flycatcher is reported by Davis et al. 
(1963:360) to have a hatching span of *’...2 days as a rule., 
but with a record of 3 days and Davis ( 1954:83) states that 
for the Least Flycatcher ’'...the eggs in most nests hatched 
over a period of 2 days but in one nest during 3 days."
Disposal of egg shells was not witnessed in either 
oberholseri or hamraondii. Egg shells are probably eaten 
or carried off in oberholseri since none were found under 
or near any nests (other than those destroyed by predators).
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oavis et al. (1965:360) saw hatching in E. diificilis on 
iv/o occasions. Most of the shell in that species was 
carried off but possibly small bits were eaten during the 
early stages of hatching. The method of egg shell disposal 
in hammondii is not knovm.
Irooding
Brooding in both hammondii and oberholseri is accomplished 
by the female alone. Information presented by Bent (1942:
237) on the Dusky Flycatcher indicates otherwise as Mrs. 
hheelook vn?ites: "...the male was frequently found on the
nest, not merely guarding, but brooding..." \Vhile I found 
that the male often paused at the nest after feeding a 
nestling, and on one occasion at nest HB05 the male actually 
hopped into the nest and perched on the inner upper edge 
and shaded the young for 5 minutes, males of oberholseri were 
never seen down on the young actually brooding. Brooding 
by the female alone in other Empidonaces is also reported 
for the Western Flycatcher by Davis et al. (1963:369) and 
for the Least Flycatcher by Nice and Collias (1961:147).
Behavior and Postures. There are three brooding 
postures assumed by the females of both species. The 1st 
is "low—brooding", similar to "low incubation" which has 
been previously described (Fig. 26A). This low posture is 
seen only during the first few days of brooding when the 
young are still small. As the young grow larger, the "high-
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brooding" posture is common* This posture is similar to 
"high incubation" (Fig. 26B). The 3rd brooding posture is 
"shading", seen only in oberholseri and when the ambient 
temperature is high and the direct rays of the sun are on 
the nest. This has also been previously described (see pp.
91,93 and Pig. 28).
Activities of the females during brooding are similar 
to those during incubation. They include the "foot-movement 
wriggle", preening, "head-deep vibrate","eyeballing" and 
others (Tables 21,22). However, the emphasis is different 
than in incubation. V/hereas the "foot-movement wriggle" 
(associated with egg turning) was most common for both 
species during incubation, during brooding "eyeballing" was 
most common in oberholseri and harsh-peeking at the young 
was most common in hammondii. Second most common in both 
hammondii and oberholseri was the "head—deep vibrate" which 
was even more violent than during incubation — the female* 
seemingly standing on her head with her tail nearly vertical 
and her body vibrating vigorously. The releaser for these 
pecking and "head—deep vibration" behaviors is undoubtedly 
the squirming movement and begging of the nestlings beneath 
the brooding female.
Attendance. The overall brooding attendance of the 
husky Flycatcher was 37,9% (Table 23), This figure is 
misleading however, as there is a general decrease in the 
amount of time spent on the nest by the female as the
Table 21
Behaviors of oberholseri Females during Brooding
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Table 23
Attentive and Inattentive Periods 
of oberholseri during Brooding
Nest Age of Youngest Bird (days)
0--2 3-4 5--6 7+
Time On Time Off Time On Time Off Time On Time Off Time On Time Off
(min.) (min.) (min.) (min.) (min.) (min.) (min.) (min.)
HBOia » _ — — 10.5 34.5
HBOl 136.5 55.5 - — 30.0 45.0 54.5 55.5
HB02 — 6.5 78.5 - - — —
HB03 — — 69.5 5.5 - - 44.0 111.0
HB04a — — 80.0 45.0 131.0 19.0 37.0 23.0
HB05 19.0 11.0 - - - - — —
MC03 - - 37.5 22.5 - - - —
PC04 20.5 19.5 45.5 0.0 . — — . ”
Total 166.0 86.0 238.5 151.5 161.0 64.0 146.0 224.0
i 65.S 34.2 61.2 38.8 71.6 28.4 39.5 60.5
All Ages Brooding Total: 721 .5 min. On (57.9^)
525 .5 min. Off (42.1^)
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restlings get older. Attendance when the youngest nestling 
was 0-2 days old was 65.89% when 3-4 days old, 61.29% w h m  
9:-6 days old 71.6% and when 7 or more days old, 39.5%. These 
flfazres demonstrate that brooding attendance remains quite 
high until the youngest nestling is at least 6 days old, 
after which attendance drops off subs tan tiall.y. The situation 
in hammondii is somewhat different; overall attendance was 
43.8% (Table 24). t/hen the youngest nestling was no older 
+han 3 days, attendance v/as 69.5% and when 4 days or older, 
attendance was only 10.95% Thus, attendance in hammondii 
seems to begin decreasing when the nestlings are only 4 days 
old as opposed to oberholseri where attendance drops off at 
7 days. The latest observed brooding in hammondii was at 
RH3 and PCH1 when the youngest nestlings were only 4 days 
old. For oberholseri. brooding females were observed at 
KB04a and iIBO%a when the youngest nestlings were 8 days old 
and at HBOl and HB03 when the youngest nestlings were 9 
days old. For the Western Flycatcher, Davis et al. (1963:
370) recorded no brooding after day 4 in afternoon obser­
vations, but in early morning observations recorded females 
brooding over 25?'j of the time at one nest on day 8 and at 
another on day 9. ITo early morning brooding observations 
v/ere made in the present study so it may be that some 
Hammond's females also brooded in the early mornings after 
(ïay 4. The fact remains, however, that oberholseri females 
brood later into the nestling cycle (at least in the mid—
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Table 24
Attentive and Inattentive Periods 
of hammondii during Brooding
Nest Age of Youngest Bird
Less than 4 Bays Greater than 4 Bays
Time On Time Off Time On Time Off(min.) (min.) (min.) (min.)
RH1 — — 2.5 57.5
RH3 50.0 29.5 - -
PCH1 153.0 60.0 1 5.0 85.0
Total 203.5 89.5 17.5 142.5
69.5 30.5 10.9 89.1
All Ages Brooding Total: 221.0 min. On
232.0 min. Off
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morning and afternoon) than do hainmondli females. This 
could he largely due to the fact that oberholseri nest? 
may receive more insolation than hammondii nests, thus 
necessitating brooding and brooding-sliading to keep the 
young cool. Temperature regulation may not be fully 
developed in the nestlings as late as 8 or 9 days after 
hatching, based on Pettingell*s statement (1970:374) that 
a passerine attains temperature control soon after the
mid-point in the period of nest life," He further states: 
"...excessively warm air tends to kill nestlings more quickly 
than cold," That the nestlings* thermoregulatory mechanisms 
may not be fully developed well into the nestling stage is 
evidenced in this study by observations of panting young and 
non-panting, brooding—shading females side by side. That 
is, the young in the shade provided by the female must 
pant to keep cool, while the female in the hot sun need not 
pant to keep cool. Her thermoregulatory mechanism is fully 
functional while those of the young are not. Cool air 
could also have an adverse effect on young nestlings and 
this would explain the early morning brooding in the V/e stern 
flycatcher until the young are 8 or 9 days of age, the point 
at which young Western flycatchers could warm themselves,
feeding
Although it was possible on occasion to determine the 
sex of adults feeding nestlings, by behavioral or vocal
1 18
c;lues or individual plumage differences, the small propor­
tion of feedings in which this was possible does not '̂ 11 
a reliable analysis of feeding behavior or feeding rate 
differences between sexes. Hence, this account deals in 
the main with adult feeding unless otherwise indicated.
Behavior. A typical feeding visit in either species 
finds the adult flying directly to the nest and perching 
on the nest edge or sometimes on a twig very near the nest 
edge. The parent then bends dovm and feeds only one.nest­
ling although he may poke his bill into the mouths of one 
or more of the other nestlings. After feeding, the adult 
may bend down again and peck at the nestlings* heads, necks, 
backs or mouths or peck at the top of the nest, or "eyeball” 
the young for a few seconds before leaving. The young of both 
species, from 5 or 6 days of age onward, often seem aware of 
the adults* incipient arrival from 1 to several seconds before 
it occurs. They stretch their necks high with mouths open 
wide and vocalize intensely until the adult again leaves the 
nest. Nestlings younger than 5 days of age are aware of an 
adult* s arrival only as the adult lands on the nest. They 
seem to respond to the vibration of the nest as the adults 
f ly  to and from the nest and they open their mouths at 
these times.
In addition to this typical feeding behavior there are 
several variations in both species. During brooding, the 
dale Dusky may give food to the brooding female who then
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cither transfers it to a nestling or eats it herself. On 
one occasion at nest HB03» the female grasped food from the 
male’s hill as he arrived at the nest. His ambivalence was 
obvious as first he pulled the food from the female, then 
fed a nestling and then poked his empty bill into the female’s 
open bill several times. Rarely, after males arrive at nests, 
females will rise and allow males to feed the young directly. 
!iOst often, when males feed during the brooding of Dusky 
young, however, females leave the nests anywhere from just 
a few to 45 seconds before a male arrives at the nest edge.
A female’s leaving often follows a male’s "prllit" or 
‘'prllif—trill although there are many instances during 
which no male vocalization is heard.
For the Hammond’s Flycatcher, no male to female to 
young feeding was observed. In fact, the female always 
left the nest just before or as the feeding male arrived 
(5 hours of brooding observations, 2 nests and 25 feedings).
A female’s leaving often followed a male "chu—lup". 
unusual feeding activities in hammondii were observed at 
PtHI . After feeding a nestling in the usual manner, the 
adult left the nest, made a 10-foot circle, and returned 
again to the nest, whereupon the adult would poke into one 
or more young’s mouths, presumably without food. This 
unusual sequence occurred many times at this nest.
Trips to a nest without food are common in both species, 
however, upon arrival at the nest edge, adults bend down
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and poke into the open mouths of young just as they do when 
they have food for the nestlings. Stays at nests when 
arrive without food are often of much longer duration than 
otherwise. They may linger on the nest edge for several 
minutes occasionally ”eyeballing” the young and intermit- 
tently bending and poking many times at the nestlings with 
violent up and dovm head movements.
During the 1st few days of nestling life, a good deal 
of the feeding is by regurgitation, presumably due to the 
nestlings* inability to swallov/ whole insects. This was 
evidenced several times in both oberholseri and hammondii.
In a typical feeding at nest HB04a, the male parent arrived 
at the nest, edge with a grasshopper and gave it to a 4 day 
old nestling who attempted to swallow it but was unsuccessful. 
The adult took the insect from the nestling, manipulated it 
in his bill and re—fed the nestling, who again could not 
swallow it. This v/as repeated several times and finally the 
parent took the insect and flev; off wi th it. Regurgitation 
feeding in both Hammond’s and Dusky flycatchers is accomplished 
b̂  ̂poking the head into the nest one or two times. The mucid 
regurgitated food can be seen as the bird lifts its head out 
of the nest, vdiereupon it then bends down a last time to 
transfer the food to the nestling, following this short 
period of regurgitation feeding, the young are then fed 
whole insect food for the remainder of their nestling life.
Vocalizations. Both flycatchers v;ere silent for a far
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greater number of their feeding trips than they were vocal,
(Table 25). Of 258 feeding trips (6 nests) the feeding 
Hammond’s adult was silent 228 (88*4/0 • The feeding adult 
vocalized either just before arriving at the nest, while at 
the nest, and/or just after leaving the nest on 30 of 258 
feedings (11.6/0* Usually it was a "pip" or a "chu-lup" 
just before or after a feeding, although three "d—d—d ’s" 
and four "pips" while the adult was at the nest, were also 
recorded (Table 25). Dusky adults at 10 nests were silent 
during 124 of 173 feedings (71.7/) and vocal during 49 
(28.8t0* Most of the Dusky vocalizations were also just 
before or after feeding, the most common notes being "prllits" 
and trills. However, 21 of the 49 Dusky vocalizations 
occurred while the adult was at the nest, most of these being 
trills. Grinnell et al. (1930:280) similarly observed that 
the (male) Dusky feeding young often gives a trill as landing 
on the nest.
Feeding Rates. Hammond’s adults fed their young at a 
rate of 2.77 times per hour per young (Table 26). This is 
the combined, overall rate for 6 nests and 258 total feed­
ings in 93.1 young—hours of observation. Most feeding 
observations were at two nests, PCH1 with 131 feedings in
47.3 young-hours for a rate of 2.77/hour/young, and RH8, 
with 75 feedings in 27.7 young-hours for a rate of 2,71 
feedings/hour/young. Extremes were 1.25 feedings/hour/ 
young for nest RH1 ̂  with only five feedings in 4.0
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Table 25
Feeding Vocalizations of hammondii and oberholseri
Nest
hammondii
Vocalization Silent
Before Arriving At After Leaving
At Nest Nest Nest
RH1 3p — 6RH1 i- — Ip — 4RH2i — — 9
RH3 7p, 2c — — 20RH8 1p, 7c 1p,3t 3p, 3c 60PCH1 — 2p — 129
Total 20 7 6 228
5' of 258 Feedings: 88.4
oberholseri
Nest Vocalization Silent
Before Arriving At After Leaving
At Nest Nest Nest
PCOii 6
PC04 1p — — 11PC06 4p 3w — 24MC05 1P — 1 w 4HBOia — — 4HB01 3t 9t 3p, 6t 19HB02 3p 5t — 3EB05 1p — 2t 34HB04a 1p 4t It 18EB05 1p — — 1
Total 15 21 15 124
9' of 173 Feedings: 71 .1
p = "pip " (hammondii) P = "prllit" (oberholseri)0 = "chu«-lup" w = "whit"t = trill call
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Table 26
Rate of Feeding the Young in 
oberholseri and hammondii
oberholseri
Nest
FCOli
PC04PC06
HBO%a
HBC1HB02
HB05HB04a
HB05
MC03
Total
Number of 
Feedings
6
1332
4
398
392426
173
Time Observed 
(young-hours)
11 .1 
4.0 11.1
3.0 
19.4
4.3
13.6
9.92.0
5.7
84.1
Rate 
(feedings/ 
young-hour)
0.54
3.25 2.88 
1 .33 2.02 
1 .88 
2.87 2.42 
1 .00 
1 .06
2.06 (ave.)
hammondii
Nest
PCH1
RH1
RH1*
RH2&
RH3RK8
Number of 
Feedings
131
9
5
9
29
75
Time Observed 
(young-hours)
47.34.0
4.0
3.17.0
27.7
Rate 
(feedings/ 
young-hour)
2.77
2.25 
1 .25
2.93 
4.14 
2.71
Total 258 93.1 2.77 (ave.)
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young-hours of observation and 4.14 feedings/hour/young for 
nest RH3 with 29 feedings in 7.0 young-hours of obseir/a^’
The highest feeding rate for a single period of observation 
was 7.0 at nest RH5 (21 feedings to 3 young in one hour).
Dusky adults fed their young at a rate of 2.06 times
per hour per young, 34.5% lower than that for the Hammond’s 
Flycatcher. This is also a combined overall rate, but for 
10 nests and 173 total feedings in 84.0 young-hours (Table 
26). Observations were more evenly distributed among the 
nests but still concentrated on four; namely, PC06, with 
32 feedings in 11.1 young-hours for a rate of 2.88; HBOl,
with 39 feedings in 19.4 young-hours for a rate of 2.02;
HB03, with 39 feedings in 13.6 young-hours for a rate of 
2.87; and HB04a, with 24 feedings in 9.9 young-hours for 
a rate of 2.42. Nest extremes were 0.54 feedings per hour 
per young at nest PC01& with 6 feedings in 11.1 young-hours, 
and 3.25 feedings/young/hour at nest PC04 with 13 feedings 
in 4.0 young-hours. The highest rate for a single period of 
observation was 3.78 at nest HBOl (17 feedings to three 
young in 90 minutes).
Both of these overall rates, 2.77 for hammondii and 2.06 
for oberholseri seem substantially lower than those for 
other species. Nice and Collias (1961 :147) reported a rate 
of 3.5 feedings/hour/young for the Least Flycatcher (162 
feedings in 23 hours of observation of a nest with two 
young) while for the Western Flycatcher, Davis et al. (1963:
125
364) found the rates/hour/ young at four nests to be 8.1,
7.0, 3.1, and 4.5. The authors speculated that the e x c e n — 
tionally high rates (for the two nests with the highest rates) 
could have been due to the adults exploiting an abundance 
of a lov/ grade food source, thus necessitating a high rate 
of feeding to maintain the growth of the young. Still, even 
the lower rates for the other two nests are substantially 
higher than the overall rates for either oberholseri or 
hammondii. Î ice (1945:235) reported a median of 3.7 feed­
ings/young/hour for 14 broods of 10 passerine species.
Two possible explanations for this low feeding rate for 
both species are (1) the size of the food item brought by 
the adults may be significantly larger than that for species 
of similar size, thus requiring fewer feeding trips, (2) 
the food source utilized by Hammond’s and Dusky Flycatchers 
may be of a higher quality thus necessitating a lower 
feeding rate to maintain growth.
The feeding rate in both Hammond’s and Dusky Flycatchers 
was lowest when the youngest bird was from 0 to 4 days old 
('̂ 'ables 27,28). The rate of feeding for the Dusky at this 
stage was 1.51 and for the Hammond’s 1.34. Both increased 
to their highest feeding rates when the young were 5 to 8 
days old. The rate for Hammond’s was 4.10 and for Dusky 
was 2.83. With the youngest birds aged 9 days or older 
tbe rates leveled off to 2.73 in Hammond’s and 2.26 in Dusky. 
In addition, when there were young and eggs in the nest.
Table 21
Rate of Feeding in oberholseri in Relation to Nestling Age
Nest
Young and Eggs 0—4 4“8 9+
# Feedings/ 
Time*/# Young Rate
# Feedings/ 
Time*/y Young Rate
# Feedings/ 
Time*/# Young Rate
# Feedings/ 
Time*/# Young Rate
pcoli - - - - - - 6/167/4 0.54
PC04 - - 5/ 40/3 2.50 - - 8/ 60/2 4.00
PC06 - - - - - — 32/167/4 2.88
HBOia - - - - 4/ 60/3 1.33 - -
HBOl - - 19/267/3 1.42 17/ 90/3 3.78 3/ 30/3 2.00
HB02 - - 8/ 85/3 1.88 - - - -
HB03 2/ 62/2 0.97 8/ 75/3 2.13 15/ 90/3 3.33 14/ 65/3 4.31
HB04a 11/260/1 2.54 3/125/1 1.44 5/150/1 2.00 5/ 60/1 5.00
HB05 - - 2/ 30/4 1.00 - - - -
MC03 - - 2/115/2 0.52 « — 4/ 55/2 2.19
ïotal 13/322/1.19 2.04 47/737/^.51 1.51 4i/39Ô/i.^3 2.83 7X/ÙÜ4/3.17
* =r time is recorded in minutes
i\)
Table 2ê
Rate of Feeding in hammondii in Relation to Nestling Age
Nest Age of Youngest Nestling (days)
0—4 5-8 9+
# Feedings/ 
Time/# Young Rate
# Feedings/ 
Time/# Young Rate
# Feedings/ 
Time/# Young Rate
RHl - - - - 9/ 60/4 2.25
RHli - - - —  ■ 5/ 60/4 1.25
RH2i - - 9/ 46/4 2.94 - -
RH3 8/ 80/3 2.00 21/60/3 7iOO — - -
RHS — — 27/115/4 3.52 48/300/4 2.40
PCHl 17/220/4 1.16 32/120/4 4.00 82/370/4 3.32
Total 25/300/3.73 1.34 89/341/3.82 4.10 144/790/4 2.73
* = time is recorded in minutes
ro
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the feeding rate for the Dusky Flycatcher was 2,04 (though 
this is hiyher than the 0 — 4  age group rate it involved 
13 feedings and 11 of these were to a young cowhird). Thus 
the feeding rate for both Hammond's and Dusky Flycatchers 
starts low, increases rapidly to a high, and then decreases 
and levels off (Fig, 31). For the Western Flycatcher results 
were similar, that is, the rate started lowest and remained 
low 4  to 5  days, then rapidly increased 2  to 4  days and then 
leveled off (Davis et al. 1 9 6 3 :3 6 2 ).
Feeding Rate Versus Number of Young. Data on feeding 
rate versus number of young is available only for the 
Dusky Flycatcher, For nest PC06 with four young the rate 
was 2.88 (32 feedings in 11.1 young-hours); for nest HB01 
and HB03 with three young each, the rates were 2 , 0 2  (39 
feedings in 1 9 . 4  young-hours) and 2 . 8 7  ( 3 9  feedings in
1 3 . 6  young-hours) respectively for a combined rate of 2 , 3 7  
(78 feedings in 32.9 young-hours); and for nest HB04a with 
one young the rate was 2 . 4 2  ( 2 4  feedings in 9 . 9  young-hours). 
It appears that the feeding rate per young remains fairly 
stable regardless of the size of a brood.
''est Santitation
The method of disposing of nestlings' excreta is 
similar in Dusky and Hammond's Flycatchers, Fecal sacs 
are almost always removed after feeding trips though in 
two cases in oberholseri and three cases in hammondii.
1 29
Fir:, F1 . Feedin^ rate as a function of nestling age for 
oberholseri and hammondii.
ham m ondii
ob erho lseri
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o>c3O>.
<a
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#
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0 - 4
r
5 -8 94-
a g e  OF YOUNGEST NESTLING (d ays )
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s'p.parate trips were made to collect them. After feeding a 
estlinr, the parent remained on the nest in a watchinrr 
attitude and after a few moments a young bird - presumably 
he one just fed - would raise its posterior, lift up its 
'ail feathers and expel a fecal sac. The adult would grasp 
the sac as it was exiting the vent of the young bird and then 
either eat it. or fly off wi th it. The Western Flycatcher 
disposed of fecal sacs in a similar manner (Davis et al. 
1 9 f ' -3 :36a ) ,
The tendency- for both flycatchers was to eat the sacs 
oily dur in.the first half of nestling life. Of 41 sacs 
'ahen away or eaten by Dusk?' adults (nine nests) only 
eight sacs (1 9 .T' ) were eaten and all eight were eaten
or less days after hatchinr (T'able 29). Hammond’s adults 
ate only eight of 6 9  (II.6 T1) fecal sacs taken, away or eaten 
(six nests) and all eight were also eaten S or less days 
o.iter hatching ( Table 29). The explanation for eating the 
ecal sacs only during early nestling life may be an im- 
nerfect digestion process in young nestlings. The nutri- 
“ ive value of the partially digested fecal sacs during the 
early life of a young bird may be significant - high enough 
‘hat adults could redigest the fecal sacs and obtain some 
utritive value. Later in nestling life when youn^ dig'es— 
ive processes are better developed, this practice is no 
longer beneficial. For both species, only one fecal sac 
per visit was disposed of. Since positive identification
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Table 29
Fecal Sac Disposal by oberholseri and hammondii Adults
Dusky
Pest
PC01-I-
PC04
PC06
HBOia
HBOlHB02
HB03HB04a
Î1C03
Total
Carried
Away
0
3 8 
2 
6 
2 
7 
1
4
55
Eaten
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 0
b
2
0
Ignored
2^
0
0
0
0
00
0
0
8
Hammond * s
Best
PCHlHH1
RHli
RH2i
RH3RH8
motal
Carried
Away
26
5
1
1
7
25
— ^ --------
Eaten
2^
0
0
0^
8
Ignored
10^
0
0
0
0.
1 2
a: on day of fledging
b: 8 days or less after hatching
c: from 5 days to 1 day before fledging
d: 2 days before fledging
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Ox adults was possible in only a small percentage of the 
fecal sac removals, no attempt was made to compare male 
and female removal.
In two instances, sacs were not handled in the usual 
manner. At nest II303 after the male fed the brooding 
female who then fed a nestling, the female bent down and 
came up wi ch a fecal sac in the usual way. Then however, 
it was taken from her (bill) by the male who ate it and 
departed. And at nest IIB01, after a brooding female was 
.fed by a male, she fed a young bird and a few moments later 
the nestling presented a fecal ball to the female wi th his 
bill. The adult female then grasped it and flew off wi th 
it. Presumably the presence of the brooding female in the 
lest interfered with the young’s abilit^r to raise his 
posterior and present the fecal sac to the adult. The 
excreta was deposited in the nest and picked up by the 
same or another young and presented to the female.
Ikirther irregularities in handling of fecal sacs 
occurred when on occasion the nestling did not present
.1 Its posterior to the adult or the adult was at the "wrong”
(i.e the younn’s head) side of the nest and the fecal sac 
'/as expelled over the edge of the nest and to the ground 
or onto the edge of the nest. If the Dusky or Hammond’s 
adult was present when the sac was expelled, he would 
drop to the ground and (presumably) pick it up and either 
carry off or consume the excreta. Even if not present when
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expelled aid the fecal sac remained on the nest edre, the 
..iisky or Hammond ' s adnlt v/ould, as a rule, eventually locate 
a id dispose of excreta. In addition, adults of ham.moadii,
present at, the time of fecal sac expulsion, often made 
ii" the—air five at chin a attempts at fall inn fecal sacs youn": 
tirds had expelled over the nest edne. f’his scrupulous 
disposal of excreta h%" both species prevents nest contamina­
tion and also prevents . tlie nestiny site be in y made 
conspicious by accumulated droppinys...” (Blair and Tucker, 
ld41, cited bv lice 1943: 238).
Bepinniny a few days before fledpinp, Hammond’s and 
i’usky adults do not dispose of all fecal sacs expelled, 
t ly two of 43 Jvusky fecal sacs ( 4. ) were not picked up
b;.' the adults. These two were not picked up at nest PC01 u
0 I"- a few hours before the younp fledged. Of 81 llammond ' s 
:̂ ecal sacs, 12 were not disposed of by the adults (14.0). 
h nest RHO, 2 days before fledninp, the adults did not 
dispose of two fecal sacs (which went over the nest edpe to
tie ground). At nest PGK1 , 10 fecal sacs dropped to the
round or remained ou the nest edpe. All fecal sacs were
d.isposed of up until 3 days before fledpinp at this nest.
Cue fecal sac was not disposed of 5 days before fledpinp,
I’uo fecal sacs 3 days before fledging, and seven fecal sacs
1 day before fledpinp. Apparently, the impulse to dispose 
of fecal sacs decreases as fledging nears.
In this study, Dusky kly. atchers removed, fecal sacs after
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of trioir feedinfT trips (43 sacs removed after 173 
fcedin-s) while ^Tammond*s did so after 31.47 of their feedinr 
trips (81 sa.cs removed after 258 feedinrs)* (Put anotlier 
there were 4.0 f eedinrs for every Pu sky fecal sac 
produced ard 3.18 for every Hammond's fecal sac produced).
ice ( 1945:23',0 yives a median of 258- for 35 studies on 28 
species, varying' from 8—1 Ot for the hire—tailed Swallow to 
^8,6/ for the Peadowlark. Pice and Collias (1961:145) rave 
2t.5'- as the percentage of feedinys after which fecal sacs 
v:cre disposed of by the Least Flycatcher. For the 'testers 
f-'cat cher tt.e finj.re was 14.2' ( Davis et al. 1963:368,9).
imres for Pushy nests PC06, HB03 and HE01 are 25, , 23.18 
and 15.7'/' respectively, and for Hammond ' s nest PCH1 , RH3 
C id RH8 were 29.0; , 37.98' and 36.08- (Table 30).
fable 31 outlines the rate of fecal sac production in 
oberholseri and hammondii. The rate of fecal sac produc­
tion was 0.51/youny/hour (43 fecal sacs in 84.1 younr- 
2 ours) for oberholseri and 0.87/youny/hour (81 fecal sacs 
t" 93.1 yonm'-hoiirs) for hammondii. Since Harmiond * s Fly­
catchers fed their youny at a higher rate than did 20usk’̂ 
Ir^catchers, a hinher rate of fecal sac production by 
taminondii mirht be expected. But the rate of feeding in 
2 aiamondii was only 34.5/1 greater while the rate of fecal 
sac productio 1 was 70.682: higher than in oberholseri. This 
suc-gests that either ( 1 ) the size of the food brought to 
"Gjamond ̂ s young is larger than that given Husky young or,
Table 50
•ecal Sac Production of oberholseri and hammondii Mestlin/js
oberholseri
':est
Time Observed 
(younr-hours)
Number of 
Feeding^s
Number of 
Fecal Sacs
/6 of Feedings 
Fecal Sacs 
Produced
pcoii 11.1 6 2 33.3
1-004 4.0 13 3 23.1PO 06 11 .1 32 8 25.0
HBOia 3.0 4 2 50.0liBOI 19.4 39 10 25.7HB02 4.3 8 2 25.0
HB05 13.6 39 9 23.1MB04a 9.9 24 3 12.5
HB05 2.0 2 0 0
PC05 5.7 6 4 66.7
Total 84.1 173 43 24.9
hammondii
% of Feedings
Time Observed Number of Number of Fecal Sacs
l'T est ( younp--hour s ) Feedings Fecal Sacs Produced
FCH1 47.3 131 38 29.0:mi 4.0 9 3 33.3PH1* 4.0 5 1 20.0
3.1 9 1 11.1RH3 7.0 29 11 37.9RH8 27.7 75 27 36.0
Total 93.1 258 81 31 .4
1 36
Table 31
Rate of Fecal Sac Production in 
oberholseri and hammondii
oberholseri
ITest
PC 01 3
PC 04PC06
HRO ;a
ITB01
RB02
HB03HB04a
HB03
1:003
Total
jlumber of 
Fecal Sacs 
Produced
2
38
2
10
2
9
3 0
4
43
Time in which 
Produced 
(youn^-hours)
11 . 1  
4.0 
11 .15.0 
19.4
4.313.6
9.92.0 
5.7
84.1
Rate 
(fecal sacs/ 
youn/?—hour )
0.18
0.730.72
0.670.52
0.470.66 
0.30
0.00
0.70
0.51 (ave.)
hammondii
Nest
PCH1
RH1
RH14
RH2^
RH3
m s
'lumber of 
Fecal Sacs Produced
38 
3 
1 
1 
11 
27
Time in which 
Produced 
( younfy—hours )
47.34.0
4w0
3.17.0
27.7
Rate 
(fecal sacs/ 
youn^—hour)
0.80 
0.75 0.25 
0.53 
1 .57 0.98
Total 81 93.1 0.87 (ave.)
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( 7 ) the el:f'icienc:" o f the direstive system of younr: Duslcy^s 
Is "reater ihan that of youar Hammond's or (3) the i ̂
o ’’ food riven Hnsky younr is better than that riven Hammord's 
-'oiinr. Darris et al. (1963:369) found a hirb correlation, 
between feedinr rate and fecal sac -production for the
e8tern .t "catcher surrestinr that the amount of food a.■ U
r;ot the qua.lity is of primary importance In indueii'' de.feca- 
' ion. If this is assumed to also be tru.e of oberholseri and 
ammondii. then the relatively higher fecal sac production 
o;.' hammondii suggests that the size of tlie average food item 
; ed young nammo::-.d * s is larger than that fed young Husky s.
ledring
Information concerning the time young birds spend in the 
•‘.est, that is the period from hatching to fledging, depends 
0 1  a knowledf.e of exact hatching and fledgin^ times for 
each young in each nest. In many instances, the precise 
ime of one or the other is unknown. However a reasonable 
estimate of the hatching or fledging times can be made by 
using (1) a Innovai egg lag'ing date, (2) the ability of the 
fledglings to fly, (3) the age of the fledglings as deter­
mined by tail len.gth, (4) the fledglings proximity to the 
est or (5) the fact that one or more of the brood may still 
be on the jiest. In this study, if the exact length of the 
estliu.g period could 'lot be determined, it was estimated 
using o e or more of the above methods.
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Tor the Dusky J/lycatchers, information from 8 of 14 nests 
nrodnciny fled^'linys reveals as average nestling peniod of
16.9 days for the first young to hatch and fledge and 15.6 
clays for the 4th young to hatch and fledge (Table 32), 
"rinnell et al, (1930:280) report that the young of one 
oberholseri nest remained approximately 13 days before 
fledginr while Davis et al, (1963:571) recorded the nestling 
periods of four nests of S, difficilis as 17.5, 16,5, 16 and 
1^,5 days. In this study, the six other nests producinp- 
fledglings did not yield usable nestling period data, test 
"ihOga contained three 10 day old nestlings on 25 July but 
on 29 July it was empty. One younp bird was found 25 yards 
from the nest but incapable of even weeik flight. In this 
case a predator may have scared all three young off of the 
nest (and eaten 2 of the 3), thus precipitating fledginr 
^efore it could occur "naturally", The difference between 
estling periods of the oldest and the youngest birds (16.9 
vs, 15.6 days) reflects the fact that even though the 4th 
egg hatched an average of 2 days after the 1st, the 4th 
young often fledged on the same day as the first. This kind 
of information is knovrn for five nests. At three (PCOly,
]005, and P007) all nestlings fledged on the same day while 
at two (pool and PC04y), they fledged over a period of 2 or 
5 days, Tlie longest nestlinn-' period for oberholseri was 13 
Jays (pool and POO5) while the shortest was only 13 or 14 
days (for the last young to hatch and fledge at HB03)(Table
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Table 32 
Nestling Period of oberholseri
Nest
Nestling 1 Nestling 4
PC01 18 18^
PC04 17 165
PC 044 16 15°PC05 18 16^PC06 16 15
PC07 17 15.HB01 18 17^„
HB03 15 1 3^®
Average 16.9 15.6
a = only three nestlings
b = 4th nestling out of nest after 15 days
but unable to fly 
c = 1 of 4 nestlings disappeared shortly 
after hatching; depending on which 
nestling was stolen, the nestling
period of nestling 4 was either 15
or 14 days
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32).
T'or the .“aimiond ̂ n flycatcher the time spent in the nest 
h" the yoinp' is Icnovrn for only one nest, RH8. Here the young 
’led.yed 17 or IS days after the first err hatched. Davis 
(1954:168) reported that in two nests, younr̂ ' Hammond's left 
V/ days after 'latchinr, and in one nest, IS days. the 
"ouny at Rin all fled'^ed on the same day.
Since the mechanics of fledging in neither oberholseri 
or hammondii have been, previousl^^ dealt with by others, the 
ledginy and pre—fledrinr periods at one oberholseri and 
one hammondii nest will be described in detail. The behavior 
of the youny just before fledging, their frequent departures 
o.nd returns, and the possible luring of the young off of the 
est are illustrated in the following descriptions.
On 10 July, nest DC01 y W3.s watched on and off between 
" 1 :30 Ah ajid 4:31 Pli, During the first observation period 
"roni 11:50 M  to 1:00 PM two nestlings were on the nest.
“’oth the male and female adults were "whitting” inter- 
Ittently du.rin.n this interval. One adult, presumably the 
nale, uttered "d-d—d” calls on occasion to which the young 
responded b;- becoming much more alert and active — moving 
about in the nest, perching on the edge of the nest and 
Tittering ”du—wee" calls of their ovni. Soon after the adult 
stopped uttering "d—d-d" calls the young calmed dovm, 
becoming much less active, no longer vocalizing and often 
shutting their eyes. Ho feedings or nest visits by the
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adults took place during this interval♦ My second obser­
vation period began at 1 ; 57 PM at which time there v/ere 
three young in the nest. The adults were still "whittMig" 
on occasion. Eleven times from 1:57 until 3^07, when the 
observation period ended, adults were seen hovering or 
helicoptering at the nest’s edge for less than 1 to 4 or 5 
seconds at a time, often just out of reach of the young.
V/hen this occurred, the young would all open their bills 
wide and then close them again after the adult left, hhien 
the adults hovered closer to the young, they would very 
quickly place their bills in the open mouths of young birds. 
Pood was seen transferred on only one of these hovers, 
however. Several fecal sacs were expelled by the young, 
but they were not picked up by the adults. The sacs fell 
unattended to the nest rim, adjacent leaves of the nest bush, 
or to the ground. At 2:30 the 4th nestling flew to a perch 
2 feet under the nest and then to the nest itself. This 
observation period ended at 3:07. The last period began 
at 4:05 and four nestlings were still on the nest. From 
then until 4:27 the adults hovered at the nest edge five 
times and perched on the nest edge or on a nearby twig four 
times. No food was seen transferred during any of the hovers 
but was seen transferred on all four of the perch feedings. 
At 4:27i one nestling abruptly left the nest flying strongly 
to a 6 foot bush perch some 50 feet from the nest bush. At 
4:29 an adult began ”d—d—d*' vocalizations. At 4:30-2, a
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second younr flew from the nest, followed 15 seconds later 
by a 3rd young and 10 seconds after that by the final nest­
ling.
On 17 and 18 July, the pre—fledging and fledging activities 
of the nestlings of RIÎ8 were observed. The period of ob­
servation on 17 July ran from 11:25 AM until 1:25 Pin 
Turing that period, the young were restless - standing, 
exercising their wings, preening, or pecking at part of the 
nest. All but one of the four nestlings left the nest at 
least once during this observation period and subsequently 
returned to it. In fact, 19 young—leave—returns were re­
corded with three of the four nestlings off the nest at the 
same time on two separate occasions. Rather than flying from 
the nest, the birds seemed to hop out of it and onto a 
branch though much wing flapping accompanied this hopping.
'Tie nestlings were away from the nest for relatively short 
periods - ranging from only 5 seconds to a maximum of 2 
minutes. The greatest distance of any one nestling from 
the nest was 5 feet. Feeding visits by the adults occurred 
as usual though there seemed to be a greater number of visits 
by the adults during which no food was transferred. On one 
occasion, an adult hovered for 2 seconds about 1 foot below 
the nest. Vocalizations by the adults included intermittent 
"chu-lups** by the male and ’’pipping’* by both the male and 
female.
On 13 July at 10:00 AM, four nestlings were still on the
U 3
iiest. At 10:38 one younp hopped off hut had returned by 
10:43. At 10:56 two young hopped off within 5 seconds of each 
other but both were back on the nest within 15 seconds# At 
10:57t one young left the nest flying strongly to a perch 
some 50 feet from the nest# Ten seconds later a 2nd nestling 
did the same# The two nestlings still in the nest were 
rather calm and inactive after the first two nestlings left 
but at 11:24 one of the two young still in the nest hopped 
out for 10 seconds and returned# At 11:26 this nestling 
left the nest movine only about 4 feet away# At 11:28 the 
last nestling also left moving 6 feet from the nest# IIo 
fledgling returned to the nest after this# Adults found 
all four young very quickly and continued feeding them — 
often uttering "d—d—d ’s**. Some 50 minutes after the 4th 
young fledged, an adult flew to the nest edge and peered 
in the empty nest# Observations ended at 12;50.
Prom the above accounts, it should be clear that the 
nestlings of both species frequently move some distance 
from the nest for short intervals only to return again#
This begins 1 to 2 days before actual fledging occurs# In 
addition to PC01 and RH8 I observed these trial departures 
at PC06 and at PCH1 where a young hammondii flew 15 feet 
from the nest and remained off for some 15 minutes before 
returning# T'he reason why a nestling returns to the nest 
seems to be closely related to feeding# Adults were never 
observed feeding the nestling or nestlings which had only
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recently left the nest. They always flew to the nest with 
food and fed those young still on the nest ignoring the 
young only a few feet away hut off of the nest. All nest­
lings became very excited whenever a feeding occurred and 
after witnessing one or more feedings at the nest, the 
nestling off of the nest returned to it where he was more 
likely to be fed. This was not always the case, however.
In those instances where the young fledged on different 
days, both young - those off of the nest and those still 
on the nest - were fed. This was true at several Du sky 
nests.
A strong case can be presented for the luring of young 
off of the nest by Dusky flycatchers. The fact that the 
adults hover at the nest edge, often without food, seems 
to suggest a luring function. Davis et al. (1965:373) 
observed this in D. difficilis remarking that .considerable 
hovering before the nest was done by the adults a day or 
so before fledging." But they go on to say: "However this
undoubtedly had no influence on the actual time of fledging 
but rather represented a reaction of the adults to the lack 
of space on which to land in order to feed the large young." 
They further stated that this was borne out by the fact that 
the two nests at v/hich they observed hovering had three and 
four young while another nest had only two young and no 
hovering was seen there. That is, with only two young there 
was ample room to perch-feed and hovering was unnecessary.
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\:his explanation seems inadequate as the growth of younr 
passerines during the last 4 or 5 days of the nestling per­
iod is relatively slow and sometimes there is even a weight 
loss# For example. King (1955:163) reports a weight loss 
in young '?̂ raill*s (Willow) Flycatchers after the 12th day 
of nestling life. therefore it seems that there would be 
.iust as little room to land on the nest edge 4 or 5 days 
before fledginr as there is 1 or 2 days before fledging. 
Vtov/ever neither Davis et al. nor I recorded hovering in 
difficilis or oberholseri that long before fledging. I lore- 
over, thourh Duskys often hovered on the day of fledging 
they also perch—fed indicating there was enough room on the 
nest rim to land and feed the young. Hammond's adults were 
observed hovering at three different nests near fledging but 
to a lesser degree than in oberholseri. Other factors which 
may play a role in luring the young include nest visits and 
hovers without feeding the young and the utterance of ”d—d—d" 
calls. These seemed to be uttered particularly frequently 
both just before and for some time after fledging. As 
previously mentioned the young became alert and greatly 
agitated when they heard "d—d—d" vocalizations. Conversely, 
at nest HB04a *’d-d—d” calls seemed to be elicited from the 
adults whenever the young bird climbed to the edge of the 
nest. Then when the young settled back dovni in the nest, the 
adults stopped "d-d—d" calls.
Post-Fledginr?. After fledging, adults of several nests
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of both species returned to their nests one or more times, 
perched on the nest edge, and peered inside. Hovering only 
inches from the nest was also observed several times after 
fledging at HB03, Young Dusky fledglings, on the other 
hand, v/ere never seen at the nest follov/ing fledging. They 
did remain on their parents territories and v/ere often less 
than 100 feet from the nest, however. The first few days 
after fledging, the young of several Dusky nests could often 
be found huddled on the same perch only inches apart. Later, 
v/hen the young re,gularly made short flights from bush to 
bush, the distance separating them was greater, but they 
v/ere still often within 50 feet of one another, "Du—weeing” 
by the young birds v/as common and was especially intense 
every time a fledgling v/as fed or an adult flew or perched 
near a fledgling. The young rarely follov/ed the feeding 
adults but would often move closer to the fledgling just fed.
Adults of oberholseri fed fledglings by perching next to 
or in front of them and then quickly delivering the food. 
Adults vocalized irregularly between feedings, the most com­
mon notes being "prllits" and "whit—hies". The young mean— 
v/hile, spent their time pecking at leaves and twigs, and 
occasionally at passing insects. Few genuine attempts at 
flycatching by the young occurred in the first two weeks 
after fledging. By the time the young had been out of the 
nest about 10 days they v/ere catching some of their own food 
but even up until 20 days off of the nest the adults of
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the young a day or more after fledging, and this was due 
presumably to the fact that the young "accidentally" fledged 
or were forced to leave the nest at about 12 days after 
hatching, rwo young were on the ground incapable of flight 
when first located out of the nest and one of the two was 
located 2 days later still on his parents territory but 
capable of flight. Apparently Hammond's young wander 
considerably after fledging, Davis agrees stating that 
Hammond's fledge in 17 or 18 days and that the family 
"disperses" after 20 days. Nice and Collias (1961:149) 
report similar difficulty finding fledglings of E, minimus, 
Davis (1959:80) reports that of seven broods of E, minimus, 
five left their territories within 2 days while the other 
two left after 12 and 13 days. Occasionally I saw a group 
of three or four young Hammond's near adult territories but 
the identity of these fledglings could not be confirmed,
Pall Departure, As early as 7 August neither adults 
nor the young of several early Dusky nests could be found 
on their territories. The birds were less vocal at this 
time, however, and difficult to find, and may have eluded 
my search. On 14 August, the young and adults of two re­
nests, HBQ-Ja and HB04a, were still on their territories.
On 21 August, an intensive search of the Pattee Canyon Study 
Area turned up only one adult Dusky and by 27 August no fly­
catchers were seen or heard there. Hammond's flycatchers, 
as already mentioned leave their territories soon after
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fledging, and details of their fall departure could not be 
determined*
nesting Success and Failure
Nesting success data are available only for oberholseri.
The small number of hammondii nests found, the difficulty 
in maJ-cing regular checks of nest contents due to nest height, 
and difficulty in finding (presumably) recently fledĝ -̂d 
Hammond*s young all contributed to this lack of information*
Any Dusky nestlings which disappeared before reaching an 
age of 14 days (and could not be found later) were assumed 
predated*
Of 95 eggs laid in 24 Dusky nests, 30 (51.6^0 were re­
moved by predators and three (3*2;o) did not hatch while 62 
(65*2%) did hatch (Table 33). Johnson’s figures - 17 of 
27 oberholseri eggs hatched (65%o) — reveal an almost identi­
cal egg survival rate (1963:207)* In this study, hatching 
success was very high; 62 of the 65 eggs that survived in­
cubation hatched* Of the 62 eggs that hatched, 24 of those 
young were predated or died in the nest (38*7i'0 v/hile 38 
fledged (61*3i). Thus 38 of 98 eggs fledged, giving a fledging 
or nesting success of 40*07% This compares with Nice’s 
(1943:145) average fledging success of 437, a compilation 
of nine passerine species which construct open nests* King 
(1955:165) reports a fledging success of 44*6% for Traill’s
Flycatcher, Holcomb reports 36*47^ for Traill’s (1972;837)
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Table 33
Fate of the Eggs and Young of oberholseri
Ilest Eg^s Young
Laid Stolen
Destroyed
Disappeared
Did Not 
Hatch
Stolen
Eaten
Disappeared
FleC red
pco4 4 1 0 5 0PC 01 4 0 0 1 3
PC01* 4 0 o 0 4PC02 4 0 0 4 0
PC03 4 4 0 0 0
PC04 4 1 0 1 2
PG04è 4 0 0 ?" 4PC05 4 0 0 jPC06 4 0 0 0 4
PC 07 4 0 0 0 4PC08 4 4 0 0 0
hbo4 4 4 0 0 0
PBOia 3 0 0 2 1HB01 4 1 0̂ 0 3HB02 4 0 1^ 3 0
HB03 4 1 0 0 3
HB04 4 2 0. 2. 0HB04a 4 2 1^ 0^ 1
HB04& 4 0 1 0 3
HB05 4 0 0 4 0
1 1 0 0 1 4 4 0 0 3 1KC02 4 4 0 0 0
MC02a 4 4 0 0 0
EC 03 4 2 0 0 2
Total 95 30 3 24 38
a: damaged by man
b: damaged by cowbird young
c: young died in nest
d: one cowbird youn/: stolen
and Davis et al. (1963:378) report 65/7 success for D- 
difficilis. t''irnjire 32 illustrates the survival of 
'̂ ounr and en̂ 's versus tine.
Another method of calculating nesting success v/as 1 iuro- 
duced recently by Mayfield (1961). He proposed that a nnit 
of exposure - to reflect the number of nests and the len;th 
of time ea.ch v/as under observation — be used to calculate 
lesting success. This unit of exposure, v/hich is proport­
ional to losses or mortality, is the nest—day (or eg'-dn- 
or young—da;̂ ) . ] or example, one nest under observation for
10 days has an exposure of 10 nest days, four eggs under 
observation for 10 days have an exposure of 40 egg days, 
etc. By this method all observations of one or more days 
can be used in calculating nesting success even though they 
nay be part of a cycle v/here the beginning or end is not 
hnovrn. At the same time, the method considers only the time 
o. nest is under observation. That is, a nest not found 
until 8 days into the nestling period, for example, v/ill 
provide data only for the remaining days of the nestlin'^ 
period under observation and none at all for any time 
before observations begin. To assumptions are made about 
nest success before observations begin. In this v/ay, nest­
ing success of nests found is de-emphasised while nesting 
success of nests built is emphasized. Considering the ex­
ample above, the nest with 8-day old nestlings is certainly 
easier to find than another nest, started at the same time.
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Fig. Mortality ci tlie eg.TS and young as a function of 
time for oberholseri.
%  OF YOUNG AND EGGS SURVIVING
I
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'OIT t. which v/as destroyed sonetime dur in y incubatio i. Ovat
h 'e successful nest is much more likely to he foiû ,̂ :% '
ui successful O'est is not likelo" to he found, re su 11 s in an
1 n:derstatement of mortality and nestiny success data becomes
an artifact of nest—findi:nn techniques. By not assuming
float a. nest is successful before observnn tion s begin decrease's
■fo'.e un.derstati■ n- of mortality.
ifie formula given by Mayfield defi'ies the probability of
survival durinn the nestling or incubation periods as
(1-r)^ v/bere r is the mortality rate and d is the number of
days of exposure. In this study, the total exposure for 23
T ests obser^'ed during incubation v/as 984 egr^-days (Table 34;-
'’v/enty—ni::e eĝ 'S v/ere lost, so the mortalit; rate (r) is 2 9 /
834 or 0-029 eg-s lost per egr.- day- That is, 2.9h of hoe eggs
remaining are lost each day. Conversely, the survival rate
(S) per day (1—mortality rahce) is -971- The probabilitn.r of
an egn surviving the entire incubation period of; 13 da.'s (d)
1 gis then (-971) = -738. Similarly, the exposure duri:n̂ ' the
nestling period v/as 813 nestling-days ( '"able 34). Tv/enty- 
four nestlings v/ere lost and the mortality rate was 24 /81 3 
= .030. The survival rate per day is then -970 and for the
16 day nes'hliiog period is ( -970)  ̂= .619. The number of
eggs surviving the 3 da:o hatching period v/as 62/63 or -934. 
Curvin/al from the S'̂ .nrt of incubation to fledging is the 
product of the separ-te probabilities of surviving incubatio-, 
" v.tchinn ani - e nestli " period or - -638 x .619 x .934 =
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Table 54 
Nesting Success of oberholseri
Incubation
Eggs Lost Egg Days 3 Period
95 29 984 .971 15 days .658
ed
Nestling .
Young Young Lost Young Days S Period S
62 24 815 .970 16 days .619
S of Hatching Period : 62/65 eggs hatched = 0.954
Probability of survival from Incubation to Pledging:
. 6 5 8  X . 6 1 9  X .954 = 0 . 5 7 6
S = survival rate per day 
d = length of period
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.376 or '''his is sonev/liat less tho.n the 40.0
srccess arrived at by "conventional' metiiods and compares 
vn'.tb (usiv' a; field ' s formula) 63' success tor h. diit i r.ili 
r tavis et al. 1963:376) and 43h for the hrtland * s tarcJ. :.i 
asmield, 1961).
9-ive’ĵ that ttiere were 24 nests (some successl’u.l ant com/ 
in success:hil) and 39 fled;'‘linas, then 1.6 yoinin' were rer::--h 
per nest. " ̂ uree pairs of oberholseri renested so thâ ' 
there were o :1̂  ̂ 21 pairs of adults (not all successii ,1,/ 
nroducin"- 39 fled-^lin^'s tor an ave rape of 1.9 you i-enn ed 
per pair.
Consid erirv: nest success, 14 of 24 "lests ( 39.3' ) vere 
at least partially successful (table 33). hour (16.7' ) 
tledyed 4 youn/-̂ , 6 (20.9'.') fledyed 3 youn.y, 2 (3.39') fled net 
2 younr, 3 (12.3' ) fleddied 1 vouny and 10 or 41.7. did not 
fled ye any :^ouny. the ave raye number of Dusky hl'-catchers 
tied,red per successful nest was 2.7 (33 youn*; from. 14 nests^ 
liortalit-.y Predation, and test Defense. Only one lustano 
of predation, on an ober'^olseri nest was actually observed, 
"'he predator, a red squirrel, hamiasciurus hudsothcus, was 
seen climbi 'V' up and over nest HB04 on 24 June. idnet^'or il 
was successful in robbi.ny the nest of an e y  or nestlin^ in 
tills ins tg.'ice is not knovrn, but upon checkin y the nest an >> 
this incident, one ê 'r or ."oun.y was unaccounted for. 'our
ey.ys were oriviuall? laid in the nest but the nest container, 
only two just-hatched nostlinys and one eyy after the "preh.
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Table 35
Success of oberholseri bests
Numb e r 
of Youn>̂  Number 
bled red of Nests % of Nests
0 10
1 3
2 2
5 5
41 .7
12.5
20.8 58.3% fledged at 
4  4  Te!?! young
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tion" incident. By my next nest check just a few hours 
later, the nest contained only two nestlinps. Pour 
later the nest was empty.
The defensive response elicited as a result of the 
squirrel's presence included reactions hy hoth adults of 
1̂ 304. Both t?ae male and female darted at the intrudi- .; 
red squirrel in the brief moments he was at tlie n-jst. Loud 
hi 1 1 -snappin,q and ''whittiny" could be heard immediatelq 
after this incident and for several minutes afterv/ards.
'Ine adults flitted nervously from perch to perch near 
nest with crests raised and on occasion returned to the nes 
edqe and peered into the nest. Eiyht minutes after the 
squirrel was chased from the nest, the female returned and 
assumed an incubation posture. The male could be heard 
nearby utteriny "prllits” and trills.
The fact thah only 2 hours later the nest contained 
iust two nestlinys suyyests that in spite of the ayqressive 
behavior of the adults, they are no match for a predator 
as large as a red squirrel. Indeed, in the predation inci­
dent, the squirrel appeared to almost casually climb up to 
and over the nest, seeming unconcerned with the adult fly­
catchers .
Other likely predators include the yellow pine chipmunk, 
■t-itamias amoenus. which was abundant in Dusky habitat. 
Several times, in fact, adults of oberholseri were seen 
darting at yellow pine chipmunks. Great—horned Owls, Red-
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l-ailed Ilawlrs, and Crows are other likely predators, also 
corLv.oa os Dusky territories, as well as the Broam-̂ -'eeh ry 
Cowhird, whose parasitising of nest HB04a is discussed 
on pp. 159,150. Outside of the one instance of and
youny loss at hB0 4 , causes of other egg and nestling losses 
are knovni only for the youngest nestlinn of DC0 5, who died 
in the nest o?i day 1 2  of nestling life, presumahl'^ of star­
vation. Since the youngest Dusky nestling is u su all;; 2 
days gouver t};an the oldest two siblings and 1 day yoiinger 
than its o‘'t;er sibling, it no doubt has some difficulté^ 
rompe tin." for food. Further study may indicate that tl̂ is 
is an important factor in Dusky mortality.
Vfiile both adults played a role in nest defense in the 
red squirrel incident, this was not the case when a human 
observer approached the nest. Females alone defended the 
core area v/heri flushed v/hile males were never observed near 
the nest — neither durin̂  ̂incubation nor during broodin" . 
during incubation, when females were flushed they would 
often sta"̂  within 1 5 feet of the nest flitting nervously 
from perch, to perch, sometimes "whitting*', sometimes silent 
and occasionally bill—snapping. Th.e female of HB0 5  stayed 
within 5 feet of the nest clinging to the trunk of a Douglas 
fir and uti erinn’ soft "vfneeo" notes. During broodinv, 
■‘.‘lushed females sta.ved evê ; closer to the nest, as a rule 
within 5  to 1 0  feet, bill—snapping and uttering "whits" and 
"wheeos". Johnson (1963:207) reports that flushed females
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of oberholseri (tv/ice in 1 1  occasions) used distraction 
displays, divine "...quickly to the ground, fluttering and 
houcing buoyantly away as though crippled. One or both wings 
nay be conspiciously drooped during the performance." I 
did not observe distraction displays in this study.
Brood Parasitism
Hone of the eight Hammond * s nests and only one of 
24 husky nests were parasitized by the Brovm—headed Oowbird,
' olothrus at-er. In fact, Cowbirds were present on only one 
of the four stuby areas, (the Harper’s Bridge Study Area), 
fine husky nests were found at that area, so in the area 
where both the Husky Pl^^catcher and the Cowbird occurred, 
one of nine nests (11.In) was parasitized by Cowbirds. The 
parasitized nest, HB04a., was first found on 5 July and con­
tained four Dusky eggs and one Cowbird egg. The same was 
true on 14 July but by 16 July the nest contained four 
Husky eggs and one Cowbrid nestling. On 19 July, the nest 
contained the young Cowbird and only three Husky eggs, one 
wi th a hole in the shell. The adult female Cowbird was 
probably not responsible for disappearance of the 4th Husky 
egg as cowbirds usually remove their host’s eggs around the 
time they lay their ovrn (Hann 1941:212). On 23 July,
the nest contained one Husky egg and one Dusky young. 
PresujTiably a predator stole two of the Dusky eggs and thie 
Cowbird nestlinn. It seems unlikely that the Cowbird fledged 
as it would have been a maximum of only 8  days old assuming
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it hatched as early as 15 July and left the nest just before 
p' check on 23 July, It is possible, however, as orris 
(1 9 4 7 :9 6 ) rives the aye of fledyiny for Cowbirds as 8 — 1 0  
da; ' 8 with eleven records of the exact are of nest—
leaving average(in,r) 8,7 days,” I never saw the adults of 
':]304a feed a Cowbird fledgling, however. One Dusky ultimately 
fledged from tfiis nest.
To my icaowledge this is the first record of a 'Dusky fly­
catcher bein̂ " parasitized by the Brov/n—headed Cowbird,
Records of other TJmpidonaces parasitized by the Cowbird in­
clude the Alder, V/illow, Least, Acadian and Yellow-bellied 
lycatchers (triedmann, 1 9 3 4 : 30)(Brandt, 1947:79). I could 
also find no record of the Hammond’s flycatcher ever being 
parasitized by the Cowbird, however in light of the fact 
'hat both the Hammond’s and the Cowbird often frequent 
similar habitat (Hing, 1 9 3 4 :1 3 3 ) and that several other 
hipidonaces are also parasitized, it seems highly probable 
"hat hammondii is occasionally a Cowbird victim.
ferch Height
In attempting to differentiate these two species, a good 
deal of emphasis has been placed upon perch height. The 
possibility that these birds may be separated on the basis 
of a simple habitat stratification is tempting. for example, 
rinnell and Storer (1924) state ”.,,the Wright (=Dusky) 
lycatcher,,.usually keeps near the ground in or close above
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hriAsh patelles, while the har."u:iond rarely strap's below a 
'"eir;ht of 20 feet, lieepi-r", rather, far aloft amor " tower— 
iny firsh’ And later, Irinnell et al. (1930) say of hammondii : 
‘h..foraye heat customarily hiyli above the ^rcrnd; sinyinr 
post lofty ; me s tiny site hiyh. " Vdiile it may be true ''rhat 
ire HajiLmord̂ s spends a ;rood deal of time hi hi above tVi.e 
-round, it does occupy lower perches a substantial part of 
v.he time. I recorded 20.4/ of the Hammond ̂ s sinyiny perches 
as heirrr in brush, cnays, small trees or tlie lower 1 / 3  of 
larpe conifers (less than 30 feet) (table 36), The ot'~er 
7 9 .6 / of the sin iny perches were in the upper 2 /3 rds of 
far ye conifers. Gor.versely, the Dusky does not spend all of 
its time below 20 feet; 43.G/j of the time I recorded Ihisky 
sinyiny perches as beiny in the upper 2 /3 rds of larye coni­
fers while the other 5 4 . 2 7 1  of the perches were below 2 0  
feet in the lower 1 / 3  of conifers or in brush, or small 
conifers (3-15 feet) (Table 36). The fact that Du.skys spend 
as much time as they do in the upper 2 /3 rds of tall conifers 
(45.3?̂ 0 when there are in fact very few tall conifers in 
their habitat suygests that they will use high perches in 
preference to lower perches if they are available (Johnson, 
1963:168). In fact, Jolnison found that oberholseri used the 
very hiyhest sinyiny perches available whereas hammondii 
used both middle and hi^h level perches. He also found tha'- 
Hammond’s perch height selection depended not so much on 
foliage heif'ht as it did on the presence of shade. If the
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Table 36
Singing Perches of hammondii and oberholseri
hammondii
Type of Perch____
Upper 1/3 of Conifer 
Middle l/5 of Conifer 
Lower 1/3 of Conifer 
Small Conifers 
Small Deciduous 
Brush,
Snags
Total
Number of 
Observations
58
6318
52
3
3
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% of Total 
^^•^>79.641 .4
1 1 . 8
100.0
oberholseri
Type of Perch
Upper
Middle
Lower ii of Conifer of Coniferof Conifer Small Conifers 
Small Deciduous 
Brush,
Snags
Total
Number of 
Observations % of Total
32
7
37.6 V 8.2-^ 45.8
1 1 .2\
6 7.l\2 2.4 ) 54.3
31 36.5/6 7.1/
85 100.1
a: trees under 15 feet
b: snags of fallen trees usually under 10 feet
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air v;a.s cool and the perch was in the shade^ the ihanunô  id * s 
v/oiTld occupy it even at a middle level in preference to 
a sunny, hot, hi^di-level perch,
on-sinyiny perch heihit preferences, itiat is, when 
h>:e bird was silent or vocalizing notes other than adver— 
tisiny scr̂  ̂notes, show similar results (all observed early 
in incuba'!'ion or before). Hammond * s llyc at chers perched 
in brush, snars and the lower 1/3 of conifers 43. V. of the 
'ime while Hushy Flycatchers perched in the upper 2/3rds of 
conifers 31.13 of the time (fable 37). this a.yai i shows 
that hammo'idii spends considerable time below 20 feet while 
oberholseri spends considerable time above 20 feet. For— 
a^mny observations lead to similar conclusions.
.orayin,̂
It is renerally believed that flycatchers forage almost 
exclusively by waiting on perches for flying insects and then 
darting out. a'cd catching them on the wi”-:r. those who have 
studied these birds in more detail, however, have found 
t]i at th is is no t alway s th e case. For e xamp le, J ohn son 
(1963:183) describes the Cray Flycatcher as ..engaging 
in extensive foraginy: from the ground...”, and Beal (cited 
by Bent 1942:213) says of the Least Flycatcher: "It is a
t/̂ -pical flycatcher- i'̂ food habits, but like most others of 
the family, it does not take all of its food upon the wing." 
huch the same is true of the foraging habits of the Yellow-
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Table 37
Non—Singing Perches of hammondii and oberholseri
hammondii
Type of Perch
Upper 1/5 of Conifer 
Middle 1/3 of Conifer 
Lower 1/3 of Conifer 
Small Conifers 
Small Deciduous 
Brush,
Snags
Pence Wire
Total
Number of 
Observations
26
4318
10
3246
3
133
% of Total
48.1
15.5
18.0
100.0
oberholseri
Type of Perch____
Upper 1/3 of Conifer 
Middle l/3 of Conifer Lower l/3 of Conifer 
Small Conifers^
Small Deciduous 
Brush,
Snags
Total
Number of 
Observations
90
% of Total
10 11 .1
18 20.0
9 10.012 13.31 1 .1
38 42.22 2.2>
99.9
68.9
a: trees under 15 feet
b: snags of fallen trees.usually under 10 feet
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bellied Flycatcher and the Fastern V/ood Peewee (Bent 1942) 
while Skutch (1960:572) notes that yround foraginy is 
practiced to a certain extent by wintering Black Phoebes 
(Cayornis ni"rleans) and Yellow-bellied Flycatchers in 
tentrai Araerica.
In this stnd'", I found that both the Ila-mmond ̂ s and 
'tisky Flycatchers did considerable non—aerial foraging. This 
\'/as especiallv true of adults of oberholseri, On numerous 
occasions I saw ihem drop from low perches to the ground, 
capture a.n insect and return, to their perches. These perches 
’■;ere often situated over short flowering forbs which attracted 
a multitude of insects. " or example, i: one instance, in­
sects were attracted to dandelions in the middle of a logging 
road. Busk";"s perched in bushes at the edge of this road 
aid occasionally dropped to the ground and captured an in­
sect on or near these forbs. Crinnell et al. (1930:276) 
sbserve:d Pu sky s picking insects off leaves ard twigs as well 
as from the nround, but did not observe any air forages 
’./file iianuaral (1968:104) found most Buslw;s foragina "...in 
small shrubs.,.'- with fewer do inn so high in conifers.
Oliversely, Johnson ( 1 963:1 88) states that th.e Dusky in 
"he Sierra. Fevada "...takes little food j'rom the ground,
'lelng primarily an aerial forager." This may be attributable 
'0 the habitat of oberholseri iu that area which Johnson 
I 1 963:1 88) describes as " ,. . a clumped, or continuous low tangle 
of vegetation below the dominant trees." In western Montana,
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■e "ni labi : at trcliid ec iarr:G areas oï sparsely covered 
rnivid n cve': tore roc*::" 'round v/'iich nivht well offer
'ay more round ora"i- r orportniiities t.̂'au the dense 
' ahi tat i' t - e Sierra .evad a,.
Srourd fora in y occurred less often in t.a-araond i i than 
oherholsort huh still occurred more than ;ais"' occasionally.
' recorded 'ianmo"idii "'round forayi'i.n most often from low 
n a"'s, fc cc wires, sr̂ all (less than 15 feet) conifers and 
\e lov/ernosi' h?:*a'jcl:es of larye co'nifers, ' "le female of 
. ' ̂ '1 ",/ould repeatedl"' f 1^ from a low conifer perch to the 
' rou'v], di c a up ear i o, clump of ni" eharh for a fev; seco '.ds 
n.'d tt'C". re-'ur'. o 'he nest to :Ceed her "ou': '. C-riu.nell 
et al. ( 1030; 4) had similar observations o-\ the foraying
he'iavior of hâ 'imondii stati-'.y that usually the birds for— 
a ed above n meters but sometimes forayed low, at the base 
of conifers a-id within the ground vegetation, often going 
' o the /-rounrl Itself. . anuwal (1968:105) states simply 
that hammondii forages '’...at all levels of the forest.*’
Once the insect was seized by adults of oberholseri or 
harmnondii. they would usually return to a perch to consume 
it. Often they would shake their heads from side to side 
as th.e ir̂ sect was being eaten or madce several motions toward 
their perch with their heads as if to cru.sh or break up the 
insect, thus making* it easier to swallow. Once consumed, 
the adult would wipe first one and then the other side of 
his bill on the nerch repeatiicg this movement several times.
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Stomach contents of neither species were analysed, 
nowever I v/as ahle to identify the insects the adults were 
hrinriny to the youn;:; on several occasions. tor oberholseri 
t'-'ese included caterpillars, wasps or bees, grasshoppers, 
damsclflies, and moths or butterflies. For hammondii, only 
tour insects were identified, including three moths or 
n̂i th erf lies and one caterpillar.
Ldentification in the Field
''̂t.e close similarity of oberholseri and hammondii in 
virtually all external characters, includinr coloration and 
eneral sise a ̂.d shape, maxes their identification in the 
field on those bases alone extremely difficult. During 
migration and very early and late in the breeding cycle, 
towever, l;hese may be the only clues to their identification 
as the birds may be silent and not in their preferred habitat, 
lS subtle as the differences in size and coloration are, if 
a rood view of the bird is obtained, they should prove use­
ful in the differentiation of these two species.
Size. It seems to be generally accepted that adults of 
oberholseri are somewhat larger than adults of hammondii.
. eterson (1969:196) ,̂ ives the length of Irammondii as 5— 
f iches and tha-f' of oberholseri as 9t-6 inches (presumably 
the ''dead-bird length", stretched "with reasonable force"), 
and Robbins ct al. (1966:201) vive the lengths of hammondii 
tnd oberholseri as 4h and 4 3/4 inches respectively 
('oea.suremerh-s of hand-held live birds). Although this is a
1GS
3' lall cl if f ore'̂ ce aa.d sot̂lo overlap be twee v species 2:iay c::lst,
■ sliovld prove tisefv.l especially v/ben lookiv- at a male of 
nberliolseri or a j.eiaale of b.ajn-riondi 1 (extremes in si^e) in.
Li-*'it of i'formation, presented b’̂ oo>h1so'i ( 1 dfo) indicatiny 
'-.tat male tmleonaces are sliybtly lamer tban females.
"tail fev"jd_. 'fa.il lenrtfi. as observed in tbe field ea;̂  
preve less v.se f'11 ty an overal 1 size. onnson (1911 ) f on/̂ d 
"nar tt'.e tail len."tt of ham/ionrli 1 adults averayed o""ly ‘5—6 
IV s't orter i:/an f-â  :i or oberbolseri adults. first year 
r.vvo: :d * s ''ail len'-!,fe r?vera~ed 4—6 "mi snort,er the/'i first
■ ear .-usky tai 1 Ion-■'"'’is. f i s  doubtful tna"' i/'/eso small 
"'.ifferc'/ces n.ess Ina.̂  ̂y in.cn) could be detected i"/ tne
ield. " add i "lion, extensive overlap i ifio tail lervtbs 
~'f •'bese .species, as repori,ed b" Jonnso.i ( 1 dtp) would seem 
0  render tliis criterion — at lea. si: by i is elf —essen tiallp 
useless.
no3-oration. Altb.ouyb tn.e coloration differences of these 
species nave been described by many, few descriptions a-ree.
or example, oonsiderin/' dorsal coloration, bowles and /ecker 
'''1927:627,623) describe nammondii as dusky ba.cked a.nd ober— 
olseri a.n ra ̂ backed, while Peterson (1969:196) says of 
/ammon.dii. -'...t/'is species is more olive, not so "ray..."
‘"as oberbolseri). uobnson. ( 1 963: 89) states . .hanmond ii is 
a comparativel'^ small olice-ureen species, oberholseri is a 
lediun sized form that is more brovaiish in dorsal coloration..." 
wbile ''rin ell (cited in bent 1942:229) notes, "The color
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differences are ûinrte: faTPjno'idii is slatiest, p:riser.s
( vrrî  '"'fii) aŝ 'iiest, wri-h1.1 i (- oberholseri) intermediate; 
ifri 'htii is " reenest dorsally. ♦.. In this study, while 
■̂>'.ere was some individual variation, generally I found the 
dorsal coloration of hammondii to be a mixture of d8,r̂ r r-ray 
a id olive— ;ree’̂. '̂his description includes Bowles and 
)ecker’s ■'dnshy” bached" ( dark), .ïohnson’s and Peterson's 
''olive' aid hri nell' s "slatiest" (- dark rray). husky's 
dorsal coloratio:i is also mo,de up of some olive—^reen and 
a id li -h-: rr "ray colors but also of some brovm color,
■iviu'" one the impression that it is, as dohnson states,
"more brownish" tha:i than: of hammondii# The remiges and 
rectrices of ;h;slcy : lycatchers also appear brownish and in 
some lig' ts appear as a deep chocolate brown. Hammond's 
winn and tail fea.thers appear somewhat darker than the 
rest of the bad: but do not have the slightest hint of brown♦ 
Indeed, Jlavis (1954:171) says : "Hammond ' s and Wright ' s
(- Dusky) I'Inc a tellers can easily be separated if a good 
"lew of the back is obtained. Hammond's has a short tail 
■’hat is the same color as the back whereas fright's has a 
lonr tail tha" is browi in contrast to the olive-gray back."
Ventrally, the species are similar in that the necks of 
both are a very lirht gray, and both have a yellowish 
mediaji breast stripe. This stripe begins at the cloaca, 
stretching completely across the ventral side of the bod̂ /. 
About an inch above the cloaca the stripe rapidly narrows
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to perhaps inch in width, and nins upward, gradually 
narrowing and ending abruptly -t—1 inch from the pale gray 
of the throat. Although some authors write that the breast 
stripes of oberholseri and hammondii differ in color,
(e.g. Peterso^i( 1 969:1 96) who says of hainmondii : *'. . . the 
nnderparts are more yellowish..." (than those of oberholseri)), 
in fact, hie stripes of both species are so highly variable 
in color that no reliable conclusions can be drâ ’/rn using 
breast color as a criterion. Johnson (1963:126) explains 
nhe variation in breast color in Hammond's, 'h ..for the 
spring at least, on the basis of the variable extent of the 
prenuptial molt." hiat is, those individuals undergoing 
‘h..nearly complete replacement...’’ of body plumage are 
yellow-bellied, those undergoing ^...virtually no replace­
ment ..." of body plumage have very worn plumage and are 
.. .white-belliedwhile those under go in ; ". .. only a 
partial body molt...” are intermediate in breast coloration 
between white and yellow. According to Jolnison (1963:152) 
the prenuptial molt of oberholseri is also ouite variable 
and would presumabl;̂ " affect breast coloration in a like 
manner. the breast and flank body feathers on either side 
of the breast streak are considerably darlcer in hammondii 
than in oberholseri. They are dark gray in Hammond’s but 
a lighter brovniish gray in the Dusky, The darker flanks in 
Hammond’s contrast much more sharpl;* with the yellowish streak 
than do ĥ .e lighter flanks of oberholseri. 'the flanks of 
both nay also show randomlv situated dark charcoal—colored
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blotches dependinfr on the lie of the feathers•
Throui“h the greater part of the breeding season, the 
wingbars of both Dusky and Hammond’s adults are whitish. In 
the latter part of the breeding season however, adults of 
hammondii undergo their post-nuptial molt and their wingbars 
acquire a buffy color (Johnson 1963:136). According to 
Johnson (1963:1 26) their molt begins ’’...rather early, from 
June 18 to mid—July, and extends in some individuals to the 
middle of September." After this molt, adults of hammondii 
are essentially indistinguishable from the immatures of 
either species who typically have buffy wingbars in their 
first winter plumage. On the other hand, the post-nuptial 
molt in oberholseri does not begin until fall migration or 
on the wintering grounds. Thus, only adults of oberholseri 
have whitish wingbars very late in the breeding season while 
adults of hammondii as well as the immatures of both species 
have buffy wingbars. Furthermore, because hammondii molts 
before fall migration and oberholseri molts during or after 
migration, the "...extremely worn appearance of oberholseri 
in the fall contrasts greatly with the fresh plumage of the 
adults of hammondii..." (Johnson 1963:129)*
Habitat
In light of the fact that Hammond’s and Dusky Flycatchers 
are difficult to identify in the field, on the basis of exter­
nal characteristics alone, an extensive dependence on voice, 
nesting habits and habitats to aid in their identification
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■las .resiil'ted, '.̂ oice and nesting habits prove extremely 
nsefnl in differentiating these species as discussed earlier# 
habitat preference on the other hand, at least in western 
iontana, seens to be of on.ly limited value. ifnile others 
have indicated or implied that the habitats of these two 
species are relative!;' distinct, this study indicates that 
'here is also considerable habitat overlap. Bent (194-2:231 ) 
for example, states that .,a small flycatcherespecially 
at the hi'-her altitudes in the mountain ranges, is quite 
likely to be Hammond ̂ s w h i l e  of the Dusky in California,
Çrinnell et. al. (1950:276) say that in the Lassen Beal: 
region, , .we gain a. picture of chaparral with trees 
scattered tthrough it as cha.racterizin.a the average habitat.”
■  ! ■ ■ ■  ■  I I  M i l  I  ■ I " "  " W ,  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Peterson (1969:196) describes the habitat of hammondii as 
''high coniferous forest” and that of oberholseri as "moun­
tain chaparral” and "open conifer forest”. Sumner and 
Dixon (1955:121) say that oberholseri lives "in the vicinity 
of green chaparral slopes on which comparatively few trees 
are scattered. Logged over lands...are a favorite habitat.” 
hnd of Hammond’s habitat, Davis (1954:164) states "...the 
species of trees are not important so long as the vegetation 
is about 40 feet high, and includes both coniferous and 
broadleaved trees.” V/hile the above describe each species’ 
preferred habitat type accurately enough, the interdigitation 
of these various habitat types in western Montana often 
brings oberholseri and hammondii into contact, thus rendering
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identification by habitat less useful than it might otherwise 
be* In this study, oberholseri and hammondii came into con­
tact or were at least within hearing range of one another 
on all four study areas. In the Pattee Canyon area (Pig* 2), 
only Duskys were found nesting on the brushy logged-over 
slopes (Fig. 33A); however, both Dusky and Hammond *s were 
common in the open, brushy, mixed coniferous forest of 
ponderosa pine, western larch and Douglas fir (Fig* 33B,C).
In the Miller Creek area (Fig. 4), hammondii frequented 
edges of dense Douglas fir forest along the riparian while 
oberholseri used open coniferous forest, brushy, logged- 
over slopes and even talus slopes with only scattered brush 
(Fig. 34A). At the Harper’s Bridge Study Area (Fig* 3), 
oberholseri was common in brushy, semi-logged, open coni­
ferous forest (Fig. 34B,C). Hammond’s was less common there 
but was occasionally found in the same situation* In the 
Rattlesnake area (Fig. 5) adults of oberholseri again used 
sunny, open slopes and other brushy areas while hammondii 
was observed in the riparian and in an open, mixed forest 
consisting of clumps of mature Douglas firs and ponderosa 
pines, clumps of smaller conifers (3-15 feet) and sunny, 
brushless open areas (Fig* 35 A-O).
In western Montana, oberholseri is most common on brushy, 
sunlit slopes with or without scattered timber, and in brushy 
areas of the open coniferous forest* Hammondii prefers 
either dense conifer or mixed coniferous-deciduous riparian, 
or open coniferous forest, with or without underbrush. The
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j. 75. Habitats of oberholseri and hammondii.
A. oberholseri habitat: brushy, lor.ted over slope
in. t'̂.c iattee Canyon Study Area.
B. and 0. combined habitat: open coniferous
forest of houylas fir, western larch and 
ponderosa pine wi th heavy underbrush in 
the Battee Canyon Study Area.
f
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' i r '. ” 4. ab i ta t. s of oberholseri .
A. brr.s'\y fa 1ns slope in the I H i e r  Creeh Study 
Area.
B. and C. semi-loyyed, bmshy, open, coniferous
forest in the Harper’s Bridae Study Area.
w ,
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'j 3 5 .  H a b i t a i s  o f  harrunond ii.
A- - C. Ope-' coniferous forest of Dourlas fir#
and ponderosa pine v/itb clirips of smaller con­
ifers* '"fie open, brushless under story makes 
this unsuitable for oberholseri*
m à m
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fact that "brushy, lo/ryed-over areas in western Montana often 
adjoin the coniferous forest or the riparian results in 
numerous areas of contact between oberholseri and hammondii. 
In addition, areas of brushy, open coniferous forest 
urovide a. habitat situation where both species may occur.
Du sky nest PC07 was situated in a "common" habitat 
situation and it*s vegetation analysis is presented in 
Table 38. hinebark made up most of the underbrush with 
considerable snowberry ( S:\niiphoricarpos) and some service— 
berry (Amelanchier) also being present. Fourteen conifers 
were counted on the plot. This contrasts with a typical 
logged—over brushy slope habitat of oberholseri such as PCry t- 
represents. The habitat was somewhat more grown to brush 
than that of PC07 but no trees were present (over 350 cm 
high)(Table 39). Nest RH3 is typical of a Hammond’s open 
conifer habitat without underbrush. Only one bush (snow— 
berry) was counted (greater than 50 cm) in the sample.
Small conifers (5-15 feet) and a few mature conifers (greater 
than 40 feet) were present in clumps (Table 40),
Table 41 combines the results of the habitat analysis 
of all six Dusky nests. It can be seen the underbrush of 
oberholseri nest habitats was largely ninebark and snowberry 
and by far most was in the 50—100 cm category. Fxcluding 
nest PC07 which, was situated in a "common" habitat, only 
six mature conifers were counted on the sample plots of five 
Dusky nests. nineteen conifers were counted on three 
hammondii sample plots in the Rattlesnake. The density of
Table 33
2Number of Shrubs and Trees in a 96m Plot*
on oberholseri Territory FC07
Species
NinebarkSnowberryServiceberryRose
Total
50-100
77
2311
1
112
Shrubs: Height Categories (cm)
100-150
24
24
150-200
1
200-250 250-300 300-350 350+
Species
Douglas Fir Ponderosa Pine Larch
Total
Number
14
Trees
Average dbh (cm)
10.7 33.3 3Ô.S
27.7 (ave.)
Range of dbh
7.0-15.521.5-54.0
26.0-61.0
7.0-61.0
* = plot consists of 24 2x2m squares 00
Table 39
2Number of Shrubs and Trees in a 96m Plot^
on oberholseri Territory PCOli
Species
NinebarkSnowberryServiceberryMountain MapleBuffaloberryRoseDouglas Fir
Total
50-100
492328
34
2
136
Height Categjories (cm)
100-150
6
1
1
15
150-200 200-250 250-300 300-350 350+
3
1
4
2
1
1
^ plot consists of 24 2x2m squares
VO
Table 40
2Number of Shrubs and Trees in a 96m Plot^
on hammondii Territory RH3
Species Height Categories (cm)
50-100 100-150 150-200 200-250 250-300 300-350 350+
Snowberry 1 — «• mm _ •w _Douglas Fir 10 3 1 - - 1Ponderosa Pine 2 1 2 2 2 -
Total 13 4 1 2 2 2 1
Species Trees
Number Individual dbh (cm) Number per Acre
Ponderosa Pine 2 33.0 cm 8445.5 cm
* = plot consists of 24 2x2m squares
00o
Table 41
2Average Number of Shrubs and Trees in Six 96m Plots*,
Each on an oberholseri Territory
Species Height Categories (cm)
50-100 100-150 150-200 200-250 250-300 300-350 350+
Ninebark 35.7 14.5 4.0 0.7 — mm _Snowberry 53.5 7.3 0.3 - - - -Serviceberry 9.5 1.8 0.8 0.7 0.5 - -Rose 0.5 - 0.3 0.2 - —Buffaloberry - - 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5Mountain Maple 0.5 0.7 0.5 2.7 3.2 0.7Douglas Fir 1.7 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.2 0.2 -Ponderosa Pine 0.3 — — — — • — —
Total 108.5 26.2 7.0 5.2 2.7 3.5 1.2
* = each plot consisting of 24 2x2m squares
00
underbnish for these three nests was much less than for the 
six Dusky nests analyzed (Table 42). Dor example, in the 
T'O—100 cm category, 10B individual bushes were counted on 
the averare Dusky plot, while only 12 were counted on the 
average Hammond's plot. Tables 43 and 44 similarly illustrate 
the greater density (t' ground cover) of underbrush on o_ber— 
n.olseri plots.
It can be seen that brush plays an important role in the 
habitat selection of oberholseri. Thus the brushless, open 
coniferous areas are occupied exclusively by hammo.rjdii 
\ here as brustiy, loyyed-over slopes are used only by ober- 
'iolseri. lu these situatio-S one may rely on' the habitat 
t-pe to aid in identifying the two species.
Table 42
> and Trei 
Each on a hammondii Territory
2Average Number of Shrubs ees in Three 96m Plots*,
Species Height Categories (cm)
____________  50-100 100-150 150-200 200-250 250-300 300-350 350+
Ninebark 6.3 0.3
Snowberry 0.3
Serviceberry 0.3 - - - - -
Rose — " — — — —
Buffaloberry
Mountain Maple - - - - - - -
Douglas Fir 3.7 1.3 0.3 - 0.3 - 0.3
Ponderosa Pine 1.7 0.7 r 0.7 0.7 0.7
Total 12.3 2.3 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.3
* = each plot consisting of 24 2x2m squares
CD'oJ
Table 43
2Percent Ground Cover of Six 96m Plots*,
Each on an oberholseri Territory
Category Nests
PC07 PC01| PC05 MCO3 HBO3 PCO6 Averag
Ninebark 5-25 a a a 5-25 5-25 5-25
Mountain Maple a a a 5-25 a a a
Serviceberry a a a a a a a
Buffaloberry a a a a a a a
Chokecherry a a a a a a a
Snowberry a a a 5-25 5-25 5-25 5-25
Rose V a a a a a a a
Low Brush 5-25 5-25 5-25 a a a 5-25
Forbs 5-25 5-25 5-25 5-25 25-50 5-25 5-25
Grasses 
Logs and
50-75 5-25 25-50 25-50 5-25 5-25 25-50
Branches a 5-25 a a 5-25 a a
Moss a a a a 25-50 a a
Bare Ground 
Ponderosa
5-25 5-25 5-25 5-25 5-25 5-25 5-25
Pine Saplings 
Douglas Fir
a a a a a a a
Saplings a a
a = less than 5/° ground cover 
* = each plot consisting of 24 2x2ra 
b = less than 50 cm high
a
squares
a a a a
00
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Table 44
pPercent Ground Cover of Three 96m Plots*, 
Each on a hammondii Territory
a = less than 5% ground cover 
b = less than 50 cm high
Category Nests
RH1 RH3 RH2i Average
Ninebark a a a aMountain Maple a a a aServiceberry a a a aBuffaloberry a a a aChokecherry a a a a
Snowberry a a a a
Rose , a a a aLow Brush a a a a
Forbs 5-25 5-25 a 5-2 5Grasses 25-50 5-2 5 25-50 25-50
Logs and 
Branches a a a a
Moss a a a aBare Ground 25-50 50-75 25-50 25-50
Ponderosa 
Pine Saplings a a a a
Douglas Fir 
Saplings a a a a
* = each plot consisting of 24 2x2m squares
Chapter IV
SUM-1A.RY
An intensive study of the breeding biology of Dusky 
(oberholseri) and Hammond's (hammondii) Flycatchers in 
western Hontana from mid-May to mid—August and during Oc­
tober of 1974 revealed the lollov/ing;
1* Both species have three—syllable songs. Mie Husky's 
song may be rendered phoenetically as "prllit” "prrddrt" 
”pseet” and the Hammond's song as ’’seput" "trurrt" "cbu— 
lup". Both species give the 1st syllable more than the 
other two s'^llables and the 2nd syllable of both is low 
and burry. However, the Du sky's song may be heard from 
a much greater distance than the weak Hammond's song, 
song syllables of oberholseri differ more from one another 
than those of hammondii, and males of oberholseri often 
utter four or more sylla^bles together while the Hammond's 
song often included only one or two of the three song 
syllables.
2. Distinctive calls of these species include: (1) 
the ”g—lerr whee—zee” of hammondii, (2) the ”du—hie” of 
oberholseri. (3) the chase notes of oberholseri (”whee—o"), 
(4) the alarm notes of both species ("pip” for hammondii
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and ’'v/hit" for oberholseri  ̂ and (5) the trill calls of both 
species (rendered as "d-d-d drrt" for both).
5. Territorial establishment in both species is marked 
h;- the onset of the advertising song. Pursuit flights, tail 
pumping, crest raising, and trill calls were common during 
This phase in oberholseri. Slower pursuit flights were ob­
served during: territorial establishment in hammondii. In 
spite of the interspersion of preferred habitats of these 
species no instances of interspecific territoriality were 
observed.
4. The trill call, often given as the male perches 
above the female, plays an important role in pair formation 
of both species.
5* All nests of oberholseri were placed in the crotches 
of small bushes; average height above the ground was 5 feet. 
All hammondii nests were saddled on limbs of mature conifers 
10.5 to 40 feet above ground. The nesting materials used 
by oberholseri and hammondii were similar. Usually the 
test was composed of finely shredded plant material and 
lined with lichen (Usnea) and coniferous bud scales. The 
shape of nests differed considerably; nests of oberholseri 
had greater average depths and smaller diameters than 
those of hammondii. ITestbrilding activities were similar 
in the two species.
6. Tbi.sky Flycatchers usually lay an egg a day over a 
span of 4 da "s. Host clutches were completed between 15
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and 22 June. Also, Hammond's Flycatchers usually lay 4 
erys.
7• Incuhation is performed only by females of both 
species. It begins in oberholseri after the second egg is 
laid and lasts for a period of about 15 days. Attentive- 
ness for both species averaged over 805-. Common incubation 
behaviors of both species include the "foot-move wriggle'' 
and ‘'head—deep vibrate", both possibly associated v/ith egg 
turning.
8. Incubation feeding was observed at several Dusky 
nests. The overall rate was 4.6 feedings per hour (53 
feedings in 760 minutes of observation). "Prllit" trills 
were characteristic male vocalizations during incubation 
feeding. Incubation feeding was not observed in hammondii.
9. Hatching occurred over a period of 2 or 3 days in 
oberholseri. The hatching period for hammondii could not 
be determined.
10. Brooding was accomplished by the female only in 
both species. Attendance decreased sharply after 4 days in 
hammondii and 7 days in oberholseri.
11. The male and female of both species fed the young.
‘b.e overall feeding rate for hammondii wa.s 2.77 feedings/
hour/younp' and for oberholseri 2.06 feedings/hour/young. 
^ceding rates for both species started low, increased to a. 
Hgh when the nestlings were 5 to 8 days old and then leveled 
off. Feeding ra.tes in oberholseri remained about the same
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rer-ardless of the ntzinber of young being fed, ?or the first 
:iev7 days of life nestlings of both species were fed by 
rep^urgitation; later they were fed whole insects, heeding 
adults of both species were usually silent,
12. Adults of both species ate or carried off the 
fecal sacs of the nestlings until shortly before fledging, 
■fie adults ate a small portion of the fecal sacs in the 
:irst 8 days after hatching but none after that time, 
husky young produced fecal sacs at a rate of 0.51/hour/ 
-oung or after 24.99' of the feedings while Hammond’s young 
nroduced them at a rate of 0,87/hour/young or after 51#4^ 
of the feedings,
15# The average nestling period of the first young to 
hatch was 16.9 days, a.nd that of the last (usually the 
4th) was 15,6 days in oberholseri, At some Dusky nests
all nestlings fledged on the same day; at others, fledging
occurred over 2 or 5 days. Adults of oberholseri seemed to
coax the young off of the nest by hovering at the nest edge
without food and uttering ”d—d—d” vocalizations. Fledging 
at. one nest of hammondii was observed and all four fledged 
within 50 minutes,
14# nesting success in oberholseri was about 405% 
hirty-eight of 95 eggs hatched and fledged. Of 24 nests, 
10 fledged no young and 14 fledged at least one young. An 
average of 2,7 young were reared per successful nest,
'esting success of the Hammond’s Flycatcher could not be
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determined•
15. At the Harper's Bridge Study Area, where both the 
hi sky El^rca.tcher and the Brov/n—headed Cowbird occurred, one 
of nine Dusky nests was parasitized. One Cowbird egg and 
four Dusky eggs were found in the nest. Three of the four 
Dusky eggs were destroyed and the Cowbird young disappeared 
at 8 days of are. One Dusky young ultimately fledged at 
th.is nest. This is the 1st record of a Dusky Dlycatcher 
being parasitised by the Cowbird.
16. The Dusky Bl-rcatcher often perches high in conifers 
while the He.mmond ' s flycatcher often perches in the lower 
2/3rds of conifers and in bushes or 10̂ 15 foot trees; 79-6'' 
of the Hammond's singing perches and 4 5 . of the Dusky 
singing perch'es were in the upper 1/5 of mature conifers 
while 51.9c. of the Haiamond's non-singing perches and 51.1C 
of the Dusky's non-singing perches were in the upper 1/3
of mature conifers.
1 7 . Both Dusky and Hammond's Flycatchers engage in 
extensive ground foraging as well as in in flycatching 
forays.
18. The slightly larger size of oberholseri, the 
browner dorsal coloration and, in fall, the white wingbars 
and worn plumage of the adults help distinguish this species 
from the Hammond's Flycatcher.
19. The preferred habitat of oberholseri in western
ontana is brushy, logged—over slopes. Hammondii prefers a
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variety of co iiferous habitats. ''lie interspersioii of i 
' .ahitat ty pee treaucntly brinys these species iiit.o co 
1.11 addition, areas of open, bmslph conii'erous fox . s1 v/e 
occnpied by bot’i species. Habitat analysis r e v e a l i  
'o be essential to the presence of oberholseri .
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Appendix I
Local Climatological Data - May 1974
Temperature; degrees Fahrenheit Precipitation
I—I03 <D gI I I P
y c ^ 2,§s s -5 Ok
-PG<D^<—1 CO03 0)u > XiQ)•H O-P G03 cr-H
1 62 41 52 3 02 59 35 47 - 2 0
3 66 30 48 - 1 0
4 70 33 52 3 0
5 76 34 55 5 06 63 44 54 4 0
7 65 38 52 2 T8 66 35 51 1 0
9 58 33 46 - 5 010 55 31 43 — 8 T11 58 29 44 - 7 T12 48 36 42 - 9 • 10
13 50 34 42 -10 T
14 55 32 44 — 8 • 03
15 51 29 40 -12 T16 56 26 41 -11 0
17 53 29 41 -12 • 10
18 58 33 46 - 7 T
19 58 27 43 -10 T
20 52 40 46 - 7 • 1721 58 38 48 - 5 • 0422 69 33 51 - 3 0
23 72 35 54 0 T
24 67 37 52 - 2 T
25 70 47 59 5 T
26 68 47 58 4 0
27 71 41 56 1 028 68 33 51 — 4 0
29 66 39 53 - 2 T30 61 37 49 - 6 T
31 68 32 50 - 5 T
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Date
Appendix I (continued)
Local Climatological Data - June 1974
)—1cdo> B
s s CD d od W)B B cd•H •H u cd e1 d a, o•H > CD U<1: Q Pt,
Precipitation
d),— » I—I w ctf <DUCD *H O d SIÏ cd C T ' H  13
1 75 34 55 0 02 78 39 59 3 03 73 45 59 3 T4 62 46 54 - 2 .075 60 42 51 - 3 .286 61 43 52 - 4 .027 59 40 50 - 7 .02â 69 43 56 - 1 T9 75 35 55 - 2 010 77 38 58 1 011 86 40 63 5 012 88 45 67 9 013 90 46 68 10 0
14 94 50 72 14 0
15 97 57 77 18 .2016 93 53 73 14 0
17 95 54 75 16 018 94 56 75 16 0
19 97 55 76 16 T20 81 56 69 9 .7421 79 54 67 7 T22 88 52 70 9 0
23 88 56 72 11 .0324 94 52 73 12 0
25 93 55 74 13 026 78 52 65 3 T27 82 48 6$ 3 028 82 49 66 4 029 85 45 65 2 030 95 49 72 9 0
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Appendix I (continued)
Local Climatological Data - July 1974
Date Temperature: degrees Fahrenheit Precipitation
a(D,—  ̂i-J CO <D <D ÎH > Æ <D ‘H Üt?0Î cr-H IS w —
g Q)
1—1
(D 6
^ o3 g hO -P sK B cd•H L, Cd S1 a 0) A  o•H > 0) U<aî Q
1 82 55 69 6 02 77 47 62 - 2 T
3 ^5 44 65 1 0
4 83 49 67 3 0
5 71 55 63 - 2 • 096 80 44 62 - 3 .08
7 83 52 68 3 .0282 51 67 1 .06
9 72 55 64 - 2 • 14
10 64 52 58 - 8 • 3711 65 52 59 - 7 •0712 78 42 60 - 6 0
13 88 46 67 0 0
14 98 50 74 7 T
13 79 57 68 1 T16 86 54 70 3 0
17 92 50 71 4 018 95 53 74 7 ,02
19 95 54 75 8 • 0420 90 56 73 5 .04
21 90 50 70 2 0
22 90 52 71 3 T
23 87 52 70 2 0
24 88 49 69 1 0
25 88 47 68 0 026 89 45 67 - 1 0
27 91 48 70 2 028 96 51 74 6 0
29 95 53 74 6 030 90 59 75 7 • 10
31 93 51 72 4 0
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Appendix I (continued)
Local Climatological Data - August 1974
Date Temperature; degrees Fahrenheit
1—1njQ) GU U5 0) G Op txO -P ̂s s ClJ•H •H cU G1 G•H > A O Q> ̂s 4: Q k
Precipitation
-p G<D y—I—I Q <D > X! •H O
(Ü CT'tH IS W —
u<D
1 91 56 74 6 02 89 63 76 8 0
3 84 60 72 5 T
4 91 52 72 5 0
5 93 53 73 6 06 68 54 61 - 6 .417 76 53 65 - 2 .07Ô 69 45 57 -10 T
9 75 43 59 - 8 010 81 47 64 - 3 011 78 53 66 0 T12 83 49 66 0 0
13 73 53 63 - 3 .16
14 67 47 57 - 9 .01
15 77 39 58 — 8 016 84 40 62 - 3 0
17 87 41 64 1 018 90 44 67 2 0
19 69 52 61 - 4 .0220 65 50 58 - 6 .4021 79 41 60 - 4 022 76 45 61 - 3 0
23 83 47 65 1 0
24 84 47 66 3 0
25 86 46 66 3 026 85 50 68 5 0
27 89 50 70 8 028 87 48 68 6 0
29 87 53 70 8 030 82 52 67 6 0
31 83 51 67 6 .11
Appendix II
Laving, Hatching, and Pledging 
Dates of oberholseri
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I Test First Egg Laid Last Egg Hatched Last Young Fledged
PCOt « 28 JunePCÛ1
pcoH- 15 June 3 July 2110 JulyJulyPC02 12 June 29 JunePHO" 15 June III _ _ _PC04 — 23 June 9 JulyPC05 14 June 2 July 18 JulyPC06 11 June 29 June 14 JulyPC07 — — 4 July 19 JulyHBO-g 16 June •m imHBC1 31 1‘Iay 19 June 5 JulyHB02 13 June ■  1 1
HB03 7 June 26 June 9 JulyHB04 7 June —
HB04& — — 14 JulyHB03 12 June 30 June — —
Yean 11 June 23 June 
Renests
15 July
He St
KBOva
HB04a
PC04JMC02a
First 
Egg Laid
28 June
Last Egg 
Hatched
16 July 
21 July 
13 July
Last Young 
Fledged
28 July
Yean 28 June 17 July 28 July
note: extremes are underlined
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Appendix III
Duration of the Breeding Cycle of oberholseri
Stage of Breeding Cycle Duration (days)
Arrival to Start of Nest 10-21
Start of Nest to Egg 1 13-16 V
Egg 1 to Egg 4 4- 5 \
Egg 4 to Young 4 15-16 >^ 45-55
Young 4 to Fledging 13-18/
Total 55-76
Appendix IV
Associated Species of oberholseri and hammondii
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oberholseri hammondii
Mourning Dove 
Great—horned Owl 
Calliope Hummingbird Hairy Woodpecker 
Downy Woodpecker 
Olive—sided Slycatcher 
Blcak-capped Chickadee 
Vfhite—breasted Nuthatch 
Robin
Swainson’s Thrush 
Ruby—crowned Kinglet 
Solitary Vireo 
Yellow—rumped Warbler Macgillivray*s Warbler 
Brown—headed Cowbird 
Western Tanager Black—headed Grosbeak 
Rufous—sided Towhee 
Dark—eyed Junco 
Chipping Sparrow
— l e
Red—breasted Nuthatch 
House Wren Townsend’s Solitaire 
Mountain Bluebird 
Warbling Vireo 
Lazuli Bunting 
American Redstart 
Cassin’s Finch 
Fine Siskin
c o m m o n —
Hairy Woodpecker 
Downy Woodpecker Willow Flycatcher Black-capped Chickadee 
White—breasted Nuthatch 
Robin
Ruby-crowned Kinglet 
Solitary Vireo 
Yellow—rumped Warbler Townsend * s Warbler 
Macgillivray’s Warbler 
Western Tantager 
Fine Siskin 
Dark—eyed Junco 
Chipping Sparrow
8 s c o m m o n  —Calliope Hummingbird 
Red—breasted Nuthatch 
Swainson’s Thrush 
Warbling Vireo Black—headed Grosbeak 
Cassin’s Finch 
Rufous—sided Towhee 
Least Flycatcher
